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IN EXERCISE o f die powers conferred on the Minister o f  Works and Transport by section 
130 o f the Road Traffic Act, the following Regulations are hereby made —

PART I —  Preliminary

1. These Regulations may be cited as (he Road Traffic (Signs) Regulations, 2005. Citation
2. In these Regulations, unless die context otherwise requires —  interpretation 

“abnormal vehicle (AV)” means any vehicle which may be operated on a public
road under a written exemption granted by a relevant authority;

“agricultural vehicle” means a vehicle designed or adapted solely for 
agricultural activities and includes a tractor, but does not include a goods 
vehicle or passenger vehicle;

“air-cushion vehicle” means a vehicle designed to derive support in the 
atmosphere primarily from reactions against the earth surface resulting 
from expulsion o f air from the vehicle;



“all-way-stop” means a stop at which vehicles on all approaches to a road 
junction controlled by an all-way-stop sign are required to stop, the 
informal “first-in-first-way” right of way rule allowing for departure from 
the stop line by all vehicles in an orderly manner, provided that it is safe 
to do so;

“animal-drawn vehicle” means a vehicle with one or two axles designed to be 
drawn by animals;

“authorised vehicle” means any vehicle identified by means o f—
(a) a number plate of different colour or any other characteristics;
(b) an international wheel-chair symbol (blue) on the right rear of the vehicle; 

or
(c) an authorised disc affixed to the left inside o f the windscreen o f the 

vehicle, and whose identification is thereby compatible with that 
displayed on the appropriate road traffic sign;

“bicycle” means any cycle propelled by human power regardless o f the number 
of wheels that the cycle may have;

“built-up-area” means an area where there are buildings next to the road at 
intervals of not more than 100 metres for at least 500 metres;

“clearway” means a stretch o f road along which stopping and parking are 
prohibited;

“construction vehicle” means a vehicle used in connection with the road 
construction and maintenance;

“continuing road” means a road with priority on which traffic route continues 
through the intersection;

“crossroad” means the connecting road between the two sides o f a major road;
“crosswalk” means —

(a) that part of a roadway at the intersection included within the connection 
of the lateral line of the sidewalks on opposite sides o f the roadway 
measured from the kerbs or, in the absence o f kerbs, from the edges o f a 
roadway; or

(b) any part of a roadway at an intersection or elsewhere distinctly indicated 
for pedestrian crossing by signs or by lines or by other markings on the 
road surface;

“daytime” means the period commencing one hour after sunrise and ending one 
hour before sunset;

“edge line” means a line marked along the road at or near the far left or far right 
side of the road in white;

“emergency vehicle” means a motor vehicle specially constructed or adapted 
for the purpose of conveying sick and injured persons to or from a place 
of medical treatment and which is registered as an ambulance or any type 
of vehicle which may be used in the event o f a disaster, civil disturbance 
or car accident and such vehicles include Botswana Police, fire and 
Botswana Defence Force vehicles;

“freeway” means a stretch of road situated between die sign “freeway begins” 
R401 and “freeway ends” R401-2600;

“gore” means the area immediately beyond the divergence o f two or more 
roadways, bound by the edge of those roadways;

“hairpin bend” means a bend where the road changes direction by more than 135 
degrees and where the inside radius of the curve is less than 20 metres;



“house trailer or camping trailer” means a vehicle that —
(a ) is capable of being attached to and drawn by a motor vehicle; and
(b ) is designed, constructed or equipped as a dwelling place, living abode or 

sleeping place;
“intersection” means the area embraced within the prolongation or connection

o f—
(a) the lateral kerb lines; or
(b) if there are not any lateral kerb lines, the exterior edges of the roadways, 

of 2 or more highways which join one another at an angle whether or not 
one highway crosses the other;

“junction” means that portion of an intersection contained within the 
prolongation of the lateral limits of the intersecting roadways and include 
any portion of the roadway between such lateral limits, and any stop or 
yield line marking which is painted at such intersection;

“level crossing” means —
(a) an area where a road and a railway meet at substantially the same level, 

whether or not there is a level crossing sign on the road at all or any of 
the entrances to the area; or

(b ) an area where a road and a tram track meet at substantially the same level 
and that has a tram crossing sign on the road at each entrance to the area;

“long vehicle” means a vehicle that is 7 metres long or longer, including a 
commercial trailer, house or camping trailer;

“median” means a physical barrier or area that separates lanes of traffic 
travelling on a highway or clearway;

“moped” means a vehicle, regardless of the number of wheels it has, that may be 
propelled by muscular power, by mechanical power, or partly by 
muscular power and partly by mechanical power and that —

(a ) has a m otor that is driven by electricity  or has an engine w ith a 
displacement of not more than 50 cubic centimetres;

(b ) does not have a hand-operated or foot-operated clutch or gearbox driven 
by the motor that transfers power to the driven wheel;

(c) does not have sufficient power to attain a speed greater than 50 kilometres 
per hour on level ground within a distance o f  2 kilometres from a 
standing start; and

(d ) and weighs more than 35 kilograms but less than 55 kilograms, but does 
not include a bicycle or power bicycle;

“night time” means the period commencing one hour before sunset and ending 
one hour after sunrise;

“one-way-street” means a road on which traffic is permitted to travel only in one 
direction but does not include a highway that is divided by a median into 
2 separate roadways with the traffic on one roadway travelling in one 
direction and the traffic on the other roadway travelling in the opposite 
direction;

“overtaking” means the action o f a driver approaching from behind and passing 
another driver travelling in the same direction o f traffic;

“painted island” means an area o f road on which there are white or yellow stripes 
marked on the road surface;

“park” means allowing a vehicle to remain stationary in one place including 
stopping whether or not the driver leaves the vehicle;



“parking lane” means that portion of a primary public road between —
(a) the edge of the roadway to the left of the direction of traffic; and
(b) the nearest solid white or yellow line, not being the centre line, marked 

on the roadway;
“passing” means when a person driving a vehicle passes a stationary vehicle, 

construction site, or any obstacle in the same lane or line of traffic;
“pedestrian traffic control signal” means a traffic control signal by which 

pedestrians are specifically directed to proceed or not proceed;
“priority” means that the driver o f a vehicle and the traffic on the roadway on 

which he is travelling have a right-of-way at the junction ahead;
“right-before-left” means that a driver shall give way to traffic approaching 

from his right-hand at any road junction, unless there is a working traffic 
signal, stop signs, give way signs or any other indication o f who has the 
right-of-way;

“road authority” means, where a road in any area or district has been lawfully 
vested in a local authority or any person, such authority or person and 
where a road has not been so vested in a local authority or a person, such 
public officer as the Minister may, by notice published in the Gazette 
appoint to be the road authority for that road for the purposes of these 
Regulations;

“roundabout” means a junction which contains a traffic island in the middle and 
a road user travels in a clockwise direction yielding right-of-way to traffic 
approaching from the right;

“school bus” means a motor vehicle used primarily for transporting persons to 
and from a school and on which is displayed the sign “W400”;

“selective restriction sign” means a regulatory sign which comprises a two part 
message which is such that the lower message modifies or qualifies the 
significance o f the upper message;

“service road” means a road that runs parallel to a main road and is separated 
from the main road;

“slip lane” means an area o f road for vehicles turning left that is separated at 
some point, from other parts o f the road by a painted island or traffic 
island;

“spotlight” means a hand-operated strong beam o f light used to illuminate 
prominently a particular person, thing or group, from a vehicle;

“stop” means —
(а) when required, a complete cessation of vehicular movement; or
(б) when prohibited, any halting, even momentarily, o f a vehicle, whether 

occupied or not except when necessary to avoid conflict with other 
traffic or in compliance with a direction given by a police officer or 
traffic control device;

“traffic lane” means a longitudinal division of a roadway into a strip of s u f f  ic ie n t 
width to accommodate the passage o f a single line o f vehicles whether or 
not the division is indicated by lines on the road surface but does not 
include a parking lane;

“traffic lights” means an electronic device designed to show a red, yellow or 
green light, or two or more traffic lights in a vertical arrangement and at 
different intervals, and includes any traffic arrows installed with or near 
the device whether or not flashing;



“tram” means a large coach or vehicle on rails that provides public 
transportation along certain streets;

“U-turn” means a turn made by a driver so that the driver’s vehicle faces in 
approximately the opposite direction from which it was facing 
immediately before the turn was made, but does not include a turn made 
at a roundabout;

“variable message sign” means a light-reflecting or light-emitting road sign 
which is capable of varying its message by manual or remote control to 
display a different message from the one last displayed; and 

“zig-zag-zone” means that section of the roadway delineated by a white zig-zag 
line next to the edge of the roadway or kerbstone, which marks a specific 
area for no stopping or parking for unauthorised vehicles.

3. A traffic sign shall only be displayed by a road or other authority empowered 
to do so by section 78 of the Act.

4. A road traffic sign shall have one of the following purposes —
(a ) warning, that is to say, a road traffic sign calling attention to conditions 

on a public road which are dangerous or potentially dangerous to road users;
(b ) regulatory, that is to say, a road traffic sign which directs a road user to 

take or not to take specific action;
(c) guidance, that is to say, a road traffic sign indicating a destination, 

direction, place or location, or any combination of these, or a road traffic 
sign which imparts advice to road users; and

(d) information, that is to say, a road traffic sign indicating a distance, amenity, 
facility, place of interest, tourist attraction or location, or any combination of 
these, or a road traffic sign which imparts general information to road users.

5. (1) Road traffic signs shall be divided into the following classes and 
sub-classes as set out in the First Schedule —

(a ) warning signs under —
(i) road layout signs series W100,

(ii) direction of movement signs series W200,
(iii) symbolic signs series W300,
(iv) hazard marker signs series W400, and
(v) advanced notice o f road works series W500;

(b ) regulatory signs under —
(i) control signs R1 series,
(ii) command signs R100 series,
(iii) prohibition signs R200 series, and
(iv) comprehensive signs R400 series;

(c) information signs —
(i) rectangular signs IN 1 series,

(ii) highway - freeway event signs IN 100 series, and
(iii) parking signs IN 300 series;

(d ) guidance signs —
(i) direction signs highways,

(ii) city location signs,
(iii) diagrammatic (merging) signs,
(iv) freeway direction signs,
(v) tourism route markers,
(vi) tourism direction signs,
(vii) tourism symbols, and
(viii) city pedestrian signs;
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(e) supplementary plates —
(i) selective text messages IN500 series; and
(ii) symbol plates;

(/) traffic light signals —
(i) generic traffic light signals,
(ii) pedestrian and cyclist signals,
(iii) railway traffic lights,
(iv) overhead signals, and
(v) flashing warning signals;

(g ) road markings —
(i) regulatory transverse markings RTM series,
(ii) regulatory longitudinal markings RM series, and
(iii) warning markings, and
(iv) guidance markings;

(h) samples of road layouts.
(2) Road signs may be permanent or temporary as prescribed in these

Regulations.
(3) A temporary road sign shall be of force for a limited time only.
(4) A temporary road marking shall be reflectorized and shall be yellow in 

colour and if conditions require, be supplemented with yellow cat-eyes.
(5) A temporary road sign used for road construction shall suspend traffic 

rules provided by permanent markings.
(6) When a temporary road sign is installed, apermanent road sign or marking 

shall be temporarily covered or removed.
(7) A temporary sign or marking shall, when conditions return to normal, be 

removed within 10 calender days, with no lasting residual or visual trace 
remaining on the roadway.

6. (1) The road traffic signs that fall under the classes and sub-classes 
referred to under regulation 5(1) shall consist o f sign plates and sign faces as 
prescribed in the First Schedule.

(2) The minimum and maximum dimensions o f road traffic signs, signals 
and road markings referred to under regulation 5(1) shall be as prescribed in the 
First Schedule.

7. (1) A traffic sign shall be manufactured by making the sign face from a 
micro-primatic retro-reflective sheeting in accordance with ASTM D4956 or 
DIN EN 12899-1 or the equivalent ISO standard 9000.

(2) The colour o f the sheeting under subregulation (1) shall be as prescribed 
in the Fourth Schedule.

(3) Wamingandregulatory signs shall be manufacturedifomTypeIX sheeting.
(4) Guidance and information signs shall be manufactured using Type III 

sheeting for background and Type IX sheeting for lettering.
8. (1) Signs plates shall be made o f aluminium sheeting o f 2mm thickness 

or cold rolled mild steel o f 1.44mm thickness with a protective paint system on 
both sides o f the steel.

(2) The colour o f the reverse sign plate and support flame shall be sprayed 
in grey by applying two coats o f enamel paint.

9. (1) The lettering on traffic signs shall be o f a plain style and easy to read 
at a distance and be in accordance with the UK ©Transport Heavy” Windows 
based Truetype Font.



(2) The size o f letters and numbers on traffic signs other than route signs 
shall be as prescribed in the Second Schedule.

(3) The size of letters of route signs shall be as follows —
Capital letter height (English 
Script) in millimetre (mm)

(a ) Traffic speeds up to 30 km/h 100
(b ) Traffic signs between 60 km/h and 80 km/h 150
(c ) Traffic speeds between 80 km/h and 120 km/h 175

(Roads with more than two lanes in the direction of travel and for signs 
mounted overhead)

(4) The spacing of characters on a traffic sign shall be as prescribed in the 
Second Schedule.

10. (1) Sign plates shall be clearly and permanently marked on the back with 
the following information —

(a) the name, trade mark or means of identification of the manufacturer; and
(b ) the month and year of manufacture.
(2) Thesignmanufacturerreferredtoundersubregulation(l)shallberegistered 

with the Department of Road Transport and Safety and monitored by the Road 
Safety Audit Team.

11. A sign manufacturer shall provide a minimum warranty of 10 years for 
each sign.

12. (1) Sign posts and sign support frames shall be manufactured from the 
following materials —

(a ) a minimum of 50mm internal diameter galvanised steel tube;
(b ) galvanised screws, bolts, nuts, washers, rivets, etc.; and
(c) posts with caps covering the top o f the tube.
(2) The material shall comply with ISO 9000 or BDS 1031:1983 standards.
(3) Steel fixings that come into contact with aluminium shall be coated.
13. The foundations o f signs shall be at least one-third the overall length o f 

the sign post and shall be filled with at least 0.1 cubic metres o f class 15 concrete.
14. Traffic lights signals shall comply with the GB/T 5795 - 2002 or ISO 

16508:1999/CIE S006.1/E -1998.
15. (1) The material used for road markings shall comply with GB 14887- 

2003 or the equivalent ISO standard 9001 or ANSI Z535.3 as follows —
(a ) hot sprayed plastic or thermoplastic (melted powder form) which shall 

comply with the BS 3262 - 1987 standards or equivalent ISO standard 
9001; and

(b ) road paint and thermoplastic shall be refletorized by the addition of 
reflecting glass beads of ballotini type.

(2) The ballotini referred to under subregulation (1) (b) shall comply with 
the BS 6088 - 1993 or the equivalent ISO standard 9001.

(3) Road paint shall be applied by brush or machine and the rate of 
application of such paint shall be between 0.4 litres/m2 and 0.7 litres/m2.

(4) Glass beads shall have a minimum application rate o f400 gm/m2.
(5) Guide markers W418 shall comply with BS873 or the equivalent ISO 

9001 standards.
16. (1) Overhead traffic signs and variable signals on gantries and mast arms 

shall have at least 5.7 metres clearance between the bottom edge and the carriage way.
(2) A traffic sign shall have a minimum clearance as prescribed in the Third 

Schedule.
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17. (1) Two signs may be mounted on the same sign post.
(2) When two warning signs are mounted as provided for under subregulation (1), 

the sign at the top shall refer to the nearest of the two hazards.
(3) A supplementary plate shall be mounted beneath the primary sign to 

which it refers and there shall be a gap of at least 75mm between them.
18. Subject to the other provisions of these Regulations, a traffic sign which 

is intended to convey its significance also during the hours of darkness shall —
{a) have a fully retro-reflectorised symbol, legend and border, where 

applicable; and
(,b) be illuminated by direct lighting, either externally or internally ascribed 

to it in accordance with ISO 9001 standards.
19. Subject to the provisions of these Regulations, a road traffic sign or a 

road traffic signal shall —
{a) be displayed on a road so as to face oncoming traffic; and
(b) be placed in a position and at a height as prescribed in the Third Schedule.
20. Where in these Regulations areference is made to the series, legends orfigures, 

any such series, legends or figures shall be as prescribed in the First Schedule.

PART II —  R u le s  o f  the ro a d

21. (1) A speed limit of 60 kilometres per hour, R201-60 shall apply in 
respect of every public road or related areas within a built-up area.

(2) A person shall not drive at a speed over the speed limit applying to him 
for the length o f road where he is driving.

(3) The speed limit applying to a driver for any length o f road to which a 
speed limit sign applies is die number o f kilometres per hour indicated by the 
number on the sign.

(4) A speed limit sign on a road applies to the length o f road beginning at the 
sign and ending at die nearest o f the following —

(a) a speed limit sign on die road with a different number on the sign;
(b ) a speed de-restriction sign R201-R601 on the road; or
(c) if  die road ends at a T-intersection, crossings or any other ending at that 

T-intersection, crossing or ending o f a road.
(5) A speed of 80 kilometres, 100 kilometres, 120 kilometres per hour, 

(R201-80, R201-100 or R201-120) shall apply in respect o f every freeway, 
highway or similar constructed road.

22. (1) Notwithstanding that a recommended speed sign IN6 is prescribed 
for a particular length of a road, a driver of a vehicle shall not drive a vehicle on 
that road at any speed that is unreasonable having regard to all the 
circumstances, including —

(a) the nature, condition and use o f the roadway;
(b ) the atmospheric, weather or other conditions that might affect the 

visibility of the driver or the control of the vehicle;
(c) the amount of traffic that is or that might reasonably be expected to be on 

the road; and
(d ) the mechanical condition of the vehicle or any equipment on the vehicle.



(2) Subject to this regulation, where a road located outside a built-up area 
has two or more traffic lanes on the same side of the centre line for use by 
vehicles traveling in the same direction, a person driving a vehicle shall not —

(a ) drive a vehicle in the traffic lane nearest the centre line unless the vehicle 
is being driven at or near the maximum speed permitted; or

(b) drive a vehicle at a slow rate of speed which is below the prescribed 
minimum speed RIO 1-50 so as to impede or block the normal and 
reasonable movement of traffic then existing on such road.

(3) Notwithstanding subregulation (2) (b ), a person driving a vehicle on a 
roadway at a speed that is below the prescribed minimum speed that is 
established for that roadway may drive the vehicle in the traffic lane nearest to 
the centre line for the purpose of overtaking another vehicle.

(4) A Police officer may direct a person who is driving a vehicle in contravention 
of subregulation 2(b) to do one or more of the following —

(a ) increase the rate of speed at which the vehicle is travelling; or
(b) remove the vehicle from the roadway.
(5) Where a police officer gives a direction to a person driving a vehicle 

under subregulation (4), that person shall operate the vehicle in accordance with 
the direction.

23. (1) A person driving a vehicle on a freeway, highway or dual
carriageway at a speed that is less than the normal speed of the traffic at that time 
and place, shall drive the vehicle —

(a) in the far left traffic lane available for traffic;
(b ) as close as practicable to the left kerb or edge o f the roadway, except 

when either —
(i) overtaking another slow moving vehicle travelling in the same 

direction or passing an obstacle, or
(ii) preparing for a right turn at an intersection or entering a private 

driveway.
(2) Where roads impose a mandatory restriction for slow moving vehicles, 

a driver shall not proceed beyond the sign R236, instead he shall use alternative routes.
(3) A person riding an animal drawn vehicle shall not proceed beyond the 

sign R237 unless such a person is exempted by a road authority.
(4) If  an illuminated or interchangeable traffic control overhead signal LS40 

directs moving traffic, a person driving a vehicle shall drive the vehicle only in 
that lane at the prescribed speed limit.

PART III —  S c h o o l a n d  p la y g ro u n d  zo n es

24. (1) A speed limit o f  30 kilometres per hour applies in respect o f any 
length o f road situated next to a school or playground zone.

(2) A school zone or playground zone that is located along a public road —
(a ) begins at the point where there is a traffic control sign R403 indicating 

the school or playground zone or the commencement o f the school zone 
or playground zone; and

(b ) ends at a point where there is a traffic control sign indicating a greater 
rate o f speed or the end o f the zone sign R600.
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25. (1) Where a portion o f a public road is identified as a school zone by a 
“school zone” sign R201-30 zone, the speed limit that is established or 
prescribed for that school zone applies.

(2) Where a portion o f a public road is identified as a school zone by a 
“school zone” sign, the speed humps sign W332 shall be assigned to warn road 
users o f the humps on die roadway.

26. Where a portion o f a public road is identified as a playground zone by a 
traffic control device, the speed limit that is established or prescribed for that 
playground zone is in effect during the daytime period.

27. Notwithstanding regulations 25 and 26 when, at an intersection or other 
place within a school zone or a playground zone, rapid flashes o f yellow light are 
shown by a traffic control device together with a supplementary sign reading or 
symbol indicating “school zone”, “playground zone” or “children”, the speed 
limit that is established or prescribed for that zone applies.

28. Where there is no speed limit sign on a length o f road, the speed limit 
applying to a driver for the length o f road is the general speed limit

29. A person driving a vehicle shall, when driving a vehicle in a school zone 
or a playground zone, drive such vehicle so as not to overtake another vehicle.

PART IV —  D riv in g  on  a  roadw ay

Driving on the 
left side o f  
roadway

30. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall not drive the vehicle so that the 
vehicle or any portion o f the vehicle is to the right o f the centre line o f any public 
road and shall be as near as practicable to the far left side o f the road except—

(a ) when overtaking another vehicle;
(b) when the roadway to the left o f the centre line is obstructed by parked 

vehicles or other objects;
(c) when the roadway to the left o f  the centre line is closed to traffic;
(d ) when turning right from the roadway onto another roadway or into a 

private road or driveway;
(e ) when a traffic sign otherwise requires or permits; or 
if )  when the vehicle is being operated on a one-way street.
(2) A person driving a vehicle, shall not enter a public road in which one or 

more of the following signs is displayed, R208, R222, R223 or R247 unless —
(a) that person resides in that area or is visiting another person in that area; or
(b ) the driver is permitted to drive the vehicle past the sign by a road authority.
(3) If  a roadway is divided into two or more traffic lanes by a boulevard, 

ditch or other physical barrier, a person driving a vehicle shall not drive the 
vehicle —

(a ) into, across or on the boulevard, ditch or physical barrier;
(b ) on that portion o f the roadway that is to the right of the white line except 

in an emergency situation where the vehicle is disabled and it is not 
practicable to move the vehicle to the far left side of the roadway; or

(c) into the right lane unless —
(i) the driver is turning right, or making a U-turn from the centre o f the 

road, and is giving a change of direction signal,
(ii) the driver is overtaking,



(iii) the driver is avoiding an obstruction, or
(iv) the traffic in every lane is congested.

(4) Subregulation (3) (c) applies to a person driving a vehicle on a road with 
two or more traffic lanes i f —

(a ) the speed limit applying to the driver for the length of road where the 
driver is driving, is over 80 km/h, or

(b ) a “Keep Left Overtake Right” sign applies to the length of road where 
the driver is driving.

(5) A “Keep Left Overtake Right” sign GD26 on a multi-lane road applies 
to the length o f road beginning at the sign and ending at the nearest o f the 
following —

(a ) a traffic sign or road marking on the road that indicates that the road is 
no longer a multi-lane road; or

(b ) if  the road ends at a T-intersection or crossing of the road.
31. Except as may be provided for by any Local Authority bye-laws, a 

person driving a vehicle shall not drive the vehicle onto, across or on any 
boulevard, ditch or sidewalk except at vehicular crossings provided for that 
purpose.

32. (1) When the condition o f a portion of a roadway is such that it is 
impractical or unsafe for two vehicles being driven in oncoming traffic to pass 
each other in a normal manner —

(a ) the person driving the vehicle that is approaching that portion o f the 
roadway shall give precedence to the vehicle that reached first the 
narrowing space by —
(i) slowing down and stopping the vehicle before entering that 

portion of the roadway, or
(ii) not proceeding until the oncoming vehicle has passed by; or

(b) in the case where from both sides two or more vehicles reach that portion 
of the roadway at the same time each driver shall —
(i) slow down their respective vehicles before proceeding to pass the 

narrowing space,
(ii) take all reasonable steps to determine whether the vehicles are able to 

pass in safety, and
(iii) if necessary, assist the person driving the other vehicle to pass in safety.

(2) When the condition o f a roadway is unsafe to drive with the permitted
speed, the driver shall pay attention to any warning sign on the road.

33. (1) When operating a vehicle on a single-carriageway, dual-carriageway 
or freeway —

(a ) in the case where double parallel continuous dividing lines, RM2, exist 
between traffic lanes, a person shall not drive the vehicle so that the 
vehicle or any portion of the vehicle crosses the double solid lines from 
one traffic lane to another;

(b ) in the case o f a road where only a single continuous dividing line exists 
between traffic lanes, a person shall not drive the vehicle so that the 
vehicle or any portion o f the vehicle crosses the single solid line from 
one traffic lane to another except when passing a stationary obstacle;

(c ) in the case where a single continuous dividing line and abroken dividing 
line exist together in the middle o f a roadway, a person —
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(i) shall not except as permitted under paragraph (c) (ii), drive the 
vehicle so that the vehicle or any portion o f the vehicle crosses the 
single continuous line from the traffic lane next to which the single 
continuous line is located, or

(ii) may only drive the vehicle so as to cross to the right over the 
broken and continuous dividing lines from the traffic lane next to 
which the broken line is located for the purpose o f passing a 
stationary obstacle in that traffic lane and shall, as soon as that 
obstacle is safely passed, re-cross both lines and return to the 
traffic lane on the left in which that person’s vehicle was originally 
travelling;

(d ) in the case where —
(i) the roadway consists of only two traffic lanes that carry traffic in 

opposite directions, and
(ii) only one or more broken dividing lines exist between the two 

traffic lanes,
a person may only drive the vehicle so as to cross to the right over the 
broken dividing line from that person’s traffic lane into the traffic lane 
carrying the oncoming traffic for the purpose o f overtaking or passing 
another vehicle that is traveling in the left traffic lane and shall as soon 
as that other vehicle is safely passed return to the traffic lane in which 
that person’s vehicle was originally travelling;

(e) in the case where —
(i) the roadway consists o f two or more traffic lanes that carry traffic 

in one direction only, and
(ii) only one or more broken dividing lines exist between the traffic 

lanes, a person may, with respect to those traffic lanes, drive the 
vehicle so as to cross the broken lines from one traffic lane into 
another traffic lane.

(2) A person driving a vehicle shall, before driving a vehicle from one traffic 
lane into another or from a kerb lane or a parking lane into a traffic lane, —

(a) signal that person’s intention to do so; and
(b) give the signal in sufficient time to provide a reasonable warning to other 

persons o f his or her intention.
(3) Notwithstanding subregulation (1) and unless prohibited by a traffic 

control device, a person driving a vehicle may drive the vehicle on a roadway so 
as to cross a continuous single dividing line or a double continuous dividing line 
for the following purposes —

(a) when necessary to turn left or right into a roadway or into a private road 
or driveway; or

(b) when necessary to enter with a long vehicle a parking lane on the left side 
of the centre line.

(4) Notwithstanding anything in this regulation, when the movement cannot 
be made safely, a person driving a vehicle shall not do the following —

(a) drive die vehicle from one traffic lane to another;
(b) drive the vehicle so as to cross a contmuousdividingorbrokendividingline;
(c) drive the vehicle from a kerb lane into a traffic lane; or
(d ) drive the vehicle from a parking lane into a traffic lane.



(5) When a roadway has been divided into traffic lanes by clearly visible 
dividing lines marked on the road surface, a person driving a vehicle other than 
a bicycle shall drive the vehicle as closely as practical in the centre o f the traffic 
lane so marked.

(6) A person driving a vehicle shall not drive the vehicle in such a manner 
that the vehicle occupies space in two traffic lanes —

(a ) except during the act of passing a stationary obstacle; or
(b) unless road conditions make the use of single traffic lane impossible.
34. Where a roadway consists of three traffic lanes moving in two different 

directions, a person driving a vehicle shall not drive the vehicle in the centre lane 
except for the following purpose —

(a ) when overtaking another vehicle travelling in the same lane;
(,b) when passing a stationary vehicle;
(c) when that person intends to turn right and if  it is safe to do so; or
(d ) when a traffic control device otherwise permits.
35. (1) Where a person drives a vehicle on a one-way roadway, that person 

shall only drive the vehicle in the direction designated by the sign erected on or 
along the roadway.

(2) A “one-way” sign R4, R4.1, or R4.2 on a road applies to the length of 
road beginning at the sign and ending at the nearest of the following —

(a ) a “two-way” sign W212 or W213 on the road;
(b ) a “keep left” sign R103 or a “keep right” sign R104 on the road;
(c) another sign or road marking on the road that indicates that the road is a 

“two-way” road; or
(d ) if the road ends at a T-intersection or at a crossroad.
36. (1) A driver shall not drive past a “no entry” sign R3.
(2) Where, considering the circumstances, it is reasonable and safe to do so, 

a person driving an emergency vehicle may in action do one or more o f the 
following —

(a) drive the vehicle past the “no entry” sign;
(b ) proceed past a traffic sign indicating an “ending road”; or
(c) contravene any provision that is prescribed by any law.
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PART V —  O v erta k in g  a n d  p a ss in g

37. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall not drive the vehicle so as to follow 
another vehicle more closely than is reasonable and prudent having regard to the 
following —

(a ) the speed o f the vehicles;
(b ) the amount and nature o f traffic on the roadway; and
(c )  the condition o f the roadway.
(2) A person driving a vehicle in a funeral procession, convoy or motorcade 

on a roadway shall leave sufficient space between that person’s vehicle and the 
other vehicles in the convoy or motorcade so as to enable a vehicle to enter and 
occupy that space without danger.
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38. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall not, unless a traffic sign otherwise 
directs or permits, drive the vehicle so as to overtake or attempt to overtake 
another vehicle travelling in the same direction —

(a) when proceeding uphill or downhill;
(b) when proceeding on a curve in the roadway;
(c) when approaching within 50 metres of or travelling across a railway 

level crossing;
(d) when there is not a clear view of any approaching traffic; or
(e) when it is not safe to overtake.
(2) Subregulation (1) does not apply where —
(a) there are two or more traffic lanes on the same side of the centre line for 

vehicles proceeding in the same direction; or
(b) a person driving a vehicle and intending to pass an obstacle can do so by 

continuing to drive the vehicle on the left side.
(3) Notwithstanding subregulation (1), where a curve or grade on a roadway 

is divided into traffic lanes by a broken dividing line, or by a broken dividing line 
and a continuous dividing line existing together, a person driving a vehicle may 
drive the vehicle past another vehicle on the curve or grade if that person drives 
the vehicle so as to cross the continuous dividing line from the lane next to which 
the broken dividing line is located.

(4) A “no overtaking” sign R214 on a road applies to the length o f road 
(including a length of road on a bridge) beginning at the sign and ending —

(a) if the information on or with the sign indicates a distance, at that distance 
past the sign; or

(b) at an “end of no overtaking” sign R214-601 or end o f any restriction sign 
R601 on the road.

(5) A driver of a vehicle with a GVM of over 3.5 t shall not overtake a 
vehicle travelling in the same direction when a “no overtaking for vehicles 
exceeding 3.5 t” sign R215 applies.

(6) A driver of a vehicle with a GVM of over 7 .51 shall not overtake a light 
vehicle with less than 3.5 t travelling in the same direction when a “no 
overtaking for heavy trucks” over 7.5 t sign R215-IN532 applies.

(7) A “no overtaking” sign R215 on a road applies —
(a ) to the length of road, including a length of road on a bridge, beginning at 

the sign and ending with sign R215-601; or
(,b) if the information on or with the sign indicates a distance, at that distance 

past the sign.
39. A person driving a vehicle shall not drive the vehicle so that the vehicle 

or any portion of the vehicle is to the right of the centre line o f the roadway while 
passing a parked vehicle or an obstruction unless —

(a) the view along the right side is unobstructed; and
(b) the right side is free of any oncoming traffic for a sufficient distance to 

permit the passing to be completely made without interfering with the 
safe operation of another vehicle.



40. Subject to regulation 42, a person driving a vehicle that is overtaking 
another vehicle —

(a ) shall, at a safe distance, overtake to the right of that other vehicle;
(b) shall not return the overtaking vehicle to the left side of the roadway unti 1 

safely clear of the overtaken vehicle; and
(c) shall not overtake a vehicle to the left of the vehicle unless —

(i) the driver is driving on a multi-lane road and the vehicle can be 
safely overtaken in a marked lane to the left of the vehicle,

(ii) the vehicle is positioning for turning right or making a u-tum from 
the centre of the road, or

(iii) is giving a right change of direction signal; and
(d) shall not overtake to the right of a vehicle, if the vehicle in front has 

signalled his intention for turning right, or making a u-tum.
(2) Except when overtaking on the right is permitted, a person driving a 

vehicle that is being overtaken by another vehicle shall —
(a) give precedence in favour of the overtaking vehicle; and
(b) not increase the speed of the overtaken vehicle until the overtaking 

vehicle has completely passed the vehicle being overtaken.
41. (1) A person driving a vehicle may drive the vehicle so as to overtake on 

the left of another vehicle —
(a) when the vehicle being overtaken is signalling a right turn or the person 

driving the overtaken vehicle has signalled that person’s intention to 
make a right turn; or

(b) in the case of a one-way street, where the roadway —
(i) is of sufficient width for two or more lanes of moving traffic, and

(ii) is free from obstructions within a built-up area in multi-lane traffic. 
(2) Where a roadway has two or more traffic lanes on the same side o f the

centre line for vehicles travelling in the same direction, a person driving a 
vehicle that is —

(а) overtaking another vehicle travelling in the same direction may overtake 
in a built-up area on the left o f the other vehicle only if  there is a traffic 
lane available for overtaking on the left of the traffic lane being used by 
the vehicle being overtaken; or

(б) being overtaken by another vehicle travelling in the same direction shall 
keep the vehicle being overtaken in the traflic lane in which that person 
is driving so as to allow the overtaking vehicle free passage in the traffic 
lane to the left or the right o f the traffic lane in which the vehicle being 
overtaken is travelling.

42. Notwithstanding the provisions of this Part, a person driving a vehicle shall 
not drive the vehicle so as to overtake or attempt to overtake another vehicle —

(a ) by driving off the roadway;
(b ) by driving in a parking lane; or
(c) when the action of overtaking cannot be made safely.
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PART VI — Turns

Left turn

Right turns

43. (1) A driver turning left at an intersection from a road except a multi
lane road shall approach and enter the intersection from as near as practicable to 
the far left side of the road.

(2) If  there is a “left turn only” sign R108 at an intersection, a driver shall 
turn left at the intersection.

(3) A driver shall, for the purposes o f making a left turn with a vehicle from 
a two-way roadway onto another two-way roadway —

(a ) drive the vehicle as closely as practicable to the left kerb or edge o f the 
roadway while approaching the intersection;

(b) turn the vehicle to the left at the intersection; and
(c) leave the intersection on completing the turn by driving the vehicle as 

closely as practicable to the left kerb or edge of the roadway then entered, 
unless a traffic control device otherwise directs or permits.

(4) Adrivershall, for the purposes o f making a left turn with a vehicle when 
entering or leaving a one-way street, drive the vehicle as closely as practicable 
to the left kerb or edge o f the road way unless a traffic control device otherwise 
directs or permits.

(5) Where a roadway or dual-carriageway is divided into traffic lanes, a 
person driving a vehicle shall, when approaching an intersection and intending 
to make a left turn with the vehicle, drive the vehicle into the traffic lane nearest 
to the left side of the roadway at least 50m before reaching that intersection.

(6) A driver may approach and enter the intersection o f a roadway from the 
marked lane next to the left lane as well as, or instead of, the left lane i f —

(a ) the driver’s vehicle, together with any load or projection, is 7.5 metres 
long, or longer; and

(b ) the driver can safely occupy the next marked lane and can safely turn left 
at the intersection by occupying the next marked lane, or both lanes.

(7) A driver shall, if  he or she is turning left at an intersection and there is a 
road marking indicating how the turn is required to be made, make the turn as 
indicated by the road marking.

(8) When a traffic lane is marked by a traffic sign R209 prohibiting a turn to 
the left, a person driving a vehicle travelling in that traffic lane and approaching 
die traffic sign shall not make the turn that is prohibited by the sign.

44. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall, where there is a “right turn only” 
sign R 109 at an intersection, turn right at the intersection.

(2) A driver turning right at an intersection from a road except a multi-lane 
road shall, unless a traffic control device otherwise directs or permits —

(a ) drive the vehicle to the right side, as closely as practicable to the right 
centre line of the roadway while approaching the intersection;

(b ) turn the vehicle to the right at the intersection; and
(c) leave the intersection on completing the turn by driving the vehicle to the 

left side o f the centre line o f the roadway then entered.
(3) A person driving a vehicle shall, for the purpose o f making a right turn 

with a vehicle from a two-way roadway onto another two-way roadway, unless 
a traffic control device otherwise directs or permits —

(a ) drive the vehicle to the right side, as closely as practicable to the kerb or 
edge o f the two-way roadway where it enters the intersection;

(b ) turn the vehicle to die right at the intersection; and



(c) stay in the lane until it is safe to go back to the left side o f the two-way 
roadway entered.

(4) A person driving the vehicle shall, for the purpose o f making aright turn 
with a vehicle from a one-way street onto a dual-carriageway, and unless a 
traffic control device otherwise directs or permits —

(а ) drive the vehicle as closely as practicable to the right side o f the one-way 
street where it enters the intersection;

(б) turn the vehicle to the right at the intersection; and
(c) leave the intersection on completing the turn by driving the vehicle to die 

right o f the centre line o f the dual carriageway entered.
(5) A person driving a vehicle shall, for the purpose of making a right turn 

with a vehicle from a one-way street onto another one-way street, unless a traffic 
control device otherwise directs or permits —

(a ) drive the vehicle as closely as practicable to the right side o f the one-way 
street where it enters the intersection;

(b ) turn the vehicle to the right at the intersection; and
(c ) leave the intersection on completing the turn by driving the vehicle as 

closely as practicable to the right side of the other one-way roadway entered.
(6) A person driving a vehicle that is approaching an intersection and who 

is intending to turn right with the vehicle shall, wherever practicable, drive the 
vehicle into the position required by this regulations at least 50 metres before 
reaching that intersection.

(7) A person driving a vehicle may approach and enter an intersection 
from the marked lane next to the right lane as well as the right lane i f —

(a ) the driver’s vehicle, together with any load or projection, is 7.5 metres 
long, or longer; and

(b ) the driver can safely occupy the next marked lane and can safely turn 
right at the intersection by occupying the next marked lane, or both lanes.

(8) If there is a road marking indicating how a turn is required to be made, 
a person driving a vehicle shall make the turn as indicated by the road marking.

(9) If  there is no road marking indicating how the turn is required to be 
made, a person driving a vehicle shall make the turn so that the driver passes as 
near as practicable to the right of the centre o f the intersection.

(10) When a traffic lane is marked by a traffic sign R210 prohibiting a turn 
to the right, a person driving a vehicle travelling in that traffic lane and 
approaching the traffic sign shall not make the turn that is prohibited by the sign.

45. (1) When a traffic lane is marked by a traffic sign showing a directional 
arrow or arrows with or without accompanying words, a person driving a 
vehicle travelling in that traffic lane shall make only the movement indicated or 
permitted by the traffic sign at the intersection or any other place to which the 
traffic sign applies.

(2) When a traffic sign prescribes a turn, a person driving a vehicle 
travelling in that traffic lane and approaching the traffic sign shall make the turn 
only as indicated by the sign.

(3) A person driving a vehicle that approaches an overhead traffic sign 
showing a downward pointing illuminated green arrow symbol LS30 marking 
the traffic lane in which the vehicle is travelling, may continue to drive the 
vehicle in that traffic lane.
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(4) A person driving a vehicle that approaches a traffic control device showing an 
illuminated overhead red “X” symbol LS32 marking the traffic lane in which the 
vehicle is travelling, shall not drive the vehicle into or continue to drive the 
vehicle in that traffic lane.

(5) A person driving a vehicle that approaches an overhead traffic sign 
showing a downward pointing illuminated yellow arrow symbol LS31 marking 
the traffic lane in which the vehicle is travelling, shall leave the lane as soon as 
possible in the direction indicated by the arrow.

4 6 . (1) Ifapersondrivingavehicleisdrivinginamarkedlaneatan intersection 
except a roundabout and there are traffic lane arrows applying to die lane, the 
driver shall drive in one o f those directions.

(2) This regulation does not apply to a person driving a vehicle if  the arrows 
indicate a direction to the right whether or not they also indicate another 
direction and the driver is making a permitted U-tum at the intersection.

47. A  person driving a vehicle shall not —
(a ) on a curve; or
(b ) on the approach to or near the crest o f a grade,
turn the vehicle so as to proceed in the opposite direction if  a person driving
another vehicle that is approaching a sign (R213-R600-IN537) within 200
metres from either direction cannot see the vehicle.
48. A driver shall not make a U-tum, R213 at an intersection with or without 

traffic lights unless directed otherwise.

PART VII —  R e v ers in g

49. A person driving a vehicle shall not drive the vehicle in reverse unless 
the movement can be made safely without interfering with other traffic on the 
roadway.

50. (1) A person driving a vehicle in a built-up area shall not drive the 
vehicle in reverse so that the vehicle or any portion o f the vehicle enters into or 
is in motion in reverse within an intersection or crosswalk.

(2) A person shall not reverse a vehicle further than necessary.
(3) A person driving a vehicle on a freeway shall not drive the vehicle in 

reverse at any time.

PART VIII —  Yield ing  a n d  stop p in g

51. Except as otherwise provided in these Regulations, when two or more 
vehicles approach or enter an intersection from different roadways at 
approximately the same time, the driver shall give way to any vehicle 
approaching from the right, unless a “stop” sign R1 with a “stop-line” RTM1, 
“give-way” sign R2 or traffic signals LSI to LS3 applies to the driver of the 
approaching vehicle.

52. (1) A person driving a vehicle that is about to enter —
(a ) a public roadway or street from another road; or
(b ) an alley from another road,
shall, unless the intersection of the two roadways is marked with a “stop” sign 
R l, bring the vehicle to a stop before entering the intersecting roadway and 
at a point no further than the viewing line from the intersecting roadway or in 
the case where there is —



(i) a marked crosswalk, on the near side of the intersection, immediately 
before entering on the crosswalk, or

(ii) a marked stop line, on the near side o f die intersection, at the stop 
line RTM1 -R1 with the vehicle’s front bumper on die stop line or 
as near as practicable on the stop line.

(2) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (1), a person driving a vehicle that is—
(a ) emerging from an alley or driveway shall —

(i) stop the vehicle before driving onto a sidewalk or a vehicle crossway 
over a sidewalk, and

(ii) yield the right o f  way to any pedestrian on the sidewalk or the 
vehicle crossway over the sidewalk;

(b ) entering an alley or driveway shall yield the right o f way to any pedestrian 
on a sidewalk or a vehicle crossway over a sidewalk.

53. (1) A person driving a vehicle that is about to enter onto a roadway from 
another roadway that is marked by a “stop” sign R 1 together with “all-way-stop” 
sign R1.4 shall bring the vehicle to a complete stop —

(a) before entering on the intersecting roadway and at a point no further than 
the viewing line from the intersecting roadway; or

(b ) in the case where there is —
(i) a marked crosswalk on the near side of the intersection, immediately 

before entering on the crosswalk, or
(ii) a marked stop line together with R1 and R1.3 or R1 and R1.4 on 

the near side o f the intersection, with the front bumper o f die 
vehicle at the stop line, and yield the right o f way to the vehicle that 
reached the intersection first (first-in-first-away).

(2) A driver approaching a “hand-held stop” sign R1,5A shall stop before 
reaching the sign.

(3) The driver under subregulation (2) shall not proceed until the holder of 
the hand sign —

(a) no longer displays the sign R1,5A towards the driver; or
(b ) indicates to the driver displaying a ‘hand-held-green” sign R1.5B that 

the driver may proceed.
54. When a person driving a vehicle is required to stop the vehicle pursuant 

to regulations 57 or 58, that person shall —
(a ) not cause the vehicle to proceed until the condition of the traffic on the 

roadway being entered on is such that the vehicle can enter onto the 
roadway safely;

(b ) yield the right of way to all vehicles coming from the right-hand side and 
pedestrians approaching that person’s vehicle and that are on the 
roadway being entered; or

(c) yield to the right and left if entering a priority road.
55. A person driving a vehicle that is about to enter onto a roadway that is 

maiked by a “yield” sign R2, may not stop the vehicle before entering onto the 
roadway but that person shall yield to pedestrians and to all vehicles coming 
from the right-hand side unless otherwise stated.

56. A driver entering a roundabout shall —
(a) give way to traffic already on the roundabout approaching from the 

right-hand side; and
(b ) yield at the roundabout at each entrance to traffic approaching from the 

right-hand side.
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57- (1) A driver entering a roundabout from a multi-lane road, or a road 
with two or more lines of traffic travelling in the same direction as the driver, 
shall enter the roundabout circle in accordance with this regulation.

(2) If the driver is to leave the roundabout turning right or going back, the 
driver shall enter the roundabout from the right marked lane or right lane of 
traffic and continue in the right-hand lane when leaving the lane until it is safe 
to change from the right lane to the left lane.

(3) If the driver intends to proceed straight through the roundabout, the driver 
shall enter the roundabout from any marked lane or line of traffic and continue 
in the same lane when leaving.

(4) Contrary to sub-regulations (2) and (3), if the driver is entering a roundabout 
from a marked lane or there are traffic lane arrows applying to the lane, the 
driver shall —

(a) if the arrows indicate a single direction, drive in that direction after 
entering the roundabout; or

(b) if  the arrows indicate two or more directions, drive in one of those 
directions when entering and continuing in the same lane when leaving 
the roundabout.

(5) A driver entering a roundabout and leaving the roundabout turning left 
shall, give a “turning left” signal when entering a roundabout until the driver has 
reached and entered the intended road.

(6) A driver entering a roundabout intending to turn right or going back shall 
signal to the right and maintain the same lane but shall, shortly before leaving 
the roundabout signal to the left.

(7) A driver intending to drive straight shall not give a signal when entering 
the traffic roundabout but shall signal to the left shortly before leaving the 
roundabout and remain in the same lane until it is safe to go back to the left lane.

58. (1) A person driving a vehicle approaching a pedestrian crossing or 
crosswalk shall drive at a speed at which the driver can, if  necessary, stop safely 
before crossing the pedestrian crossing or sidewalk.

(2) A person driving a vehicle shall yield the right o f way to a pedestrian 
crossing the roadway within a marked pedestrian crossing IN5.

(3) Where a vehicle is stopped at a pedestrian crossing/crosswalk to permit 
a pedestrian to cross the roadway, a person driving any other vehicle that is 
approaching the stopped vehicle from the rear shall not overtake or pass the 
stopped vehicle.

(4) A person driving a vehicle has a right o f way over pedestrians at any 
place on a roadway other than at a pedestrian crossing, unless otherwise directed 
by a police officer or a traffic control device.

(5) Nothing in sub-regulation (4) relieves a person driving a vehicle from 
the duty of exercising due cate and attention for the safety o f pedestrians.

59. (1) Where a railway train is approaching a railway crossing, a person 
driving a vehicle that is approaching the railway crossing W403 or W404 shall—

(a) stop at the stop line or if  there is no stop line, at the “stop sign” R1; and
(b ) give way to any train or tram on or approaching the crossing.
(2) A driver at a level crossing with a “give way” sign R2 mounted below a 

railway crossing W403/W405 or give way line RTM2 shall give way to any train 
or tram approaching or entering the crossing.



(3) A person driving a vehicle shall not enter a level crossing, i f —
(a ) twin red lights or rotating red lights LS22 or LS20 are operating or 

warning bells are ringing;
(b ) a gate, boom or barrier W367 is closed or is opening or closing;
(c) a train or tram can be seen approaching the crossing or is sounding a 

warning and there would be a danger of collision with the train or tram; or
id )  the driver cannot drive through the crossing, or a road beyond the 

crossing is blocked.
(4) A driver who enters a level crossing shall leave the level crossing as soon 

as the driver can do so safely.
(5) Subregulation (1) does not apply when a police officer otherwise directs.
(6) A person driving a vehicle shall not, in respect of a railway crossing that 

is located on a roadway —
(a ) in a built-up area and that is controlled by a traffic control device, park 

the vehicle within 5 metres of the nearest railway crossing sign; or
(b) outside a built-up area and that is controlled by a traffic control device, 

park the vehicle within 50 metres of the nearest railway crossing sign.

PART IX — Stopping, w aiting  a n d  p a rk in g

60. A person driving a vehicle shall not, other than on a road shoulder, 
deliberately stop and wait on a length of road or in an area to which “no stopping 
sign” R217 applies, unless —

(a ) the vehicle is broken down and can not be removed immediately from 
the roadway; or

(b ) ordered to stop by a police officer or flag person.
61. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall not, other than on a road shoulder, 

deliberately park on a length of road or in an area to which “no parking sign” 
R216 applies, unless the driver is dropping o ff or picking up passengers or goods;

(2) For the purposes of this regulation, a vehicle which is deliberately 
stopped for more than 3 minutes ends up as a parked vehicle.

62. A person driving a vehicle shall not stop a vehicle at the side o f a road 
marked with a continuous red RM12, yellow RM11 or white RM17 edge line.

63. A person driving a vehicle shall —
(a) not stop or drive over a painted island at an intersection;
(b ) not stop on a road within 5 metres in a built-up area from the nearest 

point o f an intersecting road at an intersection with traffic lights, unless 
the driver stops at a place on a length o f road, or in an area, to which a 
parking control sign applies and the driver is permitted to park at that 
place; and

(c) not stop on a road within 50 metres outside built-up area from the 
nearest point o f an intersecting road at an intersection without traffic 
fights, unless the driver stops —
(i) at a place on a length o f road, or in an area, to which a parking 

control sign applies and the driver is permitted to stop, or
(ii) along the side o f the continuing road at the intersection if  the 

intersection is a T-junction.
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64. A person driving a vehicle shall not stop at a pedestrian crossing that is 
not at an intersection, or on the road within 5 metres in a built-up area and within 
50 metres outside a built-up-area before the pedestrian crossing unless the driver 
stops at a place on the length of road, or in an area, to which a parking control 
sign R305-P applies and the driver is permitted to stop.

65. A person driving a vehicle shall not stop on a level crossing, or on a road 
within 5 metres in a built-up area and 50 metres outside a built-up area before the 
nearest stop sign or rail crossing track to the driver approaching the crossing and 
after the nearest rail or track to the driver leaving the crossing, unless the driver 
stops at a place on a length of road, or in an area, to which a parking control sign 
applies and the driver is permitted to stop.

66. (1)A person driving a vehicle shall not stop on a freeway or dual 
carriageway unless —

(a) the driver stops in an emergency stopping lane; or
(b ) the driver’s vehicle is permitted to stop on the freeway under any other 

written law.
(2) A “freeway” sign R401 or R402 on a road applies to a length of road 

beginning at the sign including any road into which the length of road merges 
and ending at the next end of freeway sign including exit signs R401-600 or 
R402-600.

67. (1)A person driving a vehicle shall not stop in a zig-zag zone RM11 
unless the driver is driving —

(a) a public bus that is dropping off, or picking up passengers;
(b ) a vehicle that is permitted to stop in the zig-zag zone under any written 

law; and
(c) within 15 metres before and 15 metres after the sign on the road that 

indicates a bus stop IN 16, unless the driver stops at a place on a length 
o f road, or in an area, to which a parking control marking applies and the 
driver is permitted to stop.

(2) A person driving a vehicle who is permitted to stop in a zig-zag-zone 
shall not stay continuously in the zone longer than necessary, unless the 
information on or with the “zig-zag zone” sign RM11 indicates a specific time 
sign IN501-IN504.

68. A person driving a vehicle shall not stop in a goods vehicle zone IN 314- 
P unless the driver is driving —

(a ) a goods vehicle that is dropping or picking up goods; or
(b ) a vehicle that is permitted to stop in the goods vehicle zone under any 

other written law.
69. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall not path in a bus parking area 

IN301, midi bus parking area IN311, minibus parking area IN310, taxi parking 
area IN309, physically disabled parking area IN323 or police parking area 
IN322 unless the driver is driving the prescribed or special marked vehicle.

(2) A bus, midi bus or minibus lane applies for a length o f a road to which 
“bus, midi bus or minibus” R134-R139 signs apply.

70. A person driving a vehicle shall not stop or drive in a reserved lane for 
public buses R405-R or bicycles R406-R, unless the driver —

(a) is driving a public bus, minibus or taxi, and is dropping off or picking up, 
passengers; or

(b ) is permitted to drive in the lane under any other written law.



71. A person driving a vehicle shall not stop on a bridge W370, close to a 
riverbank W348, causeway, ramp or similar structure W327 unless —

(а ) the road is a t least as w ide on the structure as it is on each of the 
approaches; or

(б) the driver stops at a place on a length of road, or in an area, to which a 
parking control sign applies and the driver is permitted to stop.

(2) A person driving a vehicle shall not stop in a tunnel W319 or underpass 
unless —

(a ) the tunnel or underpass is equipped with sufficient air supply; or
(b ) a photo-cell controls the maximum number of vehicles driving through 

the tunnel.
72. A person driving a vehicle shall not stop on or near a crest W322 or 

W323 or curve sign W202-W207 on a length of road outside a built-up area 
unless —

(a) the driver’s vehicle is visible for half range of vision to drivers approaching 
the vehicle and travelling in the direction of travel of traffic on the same 
side of the road as the vehicle; or

(b) the driver stops at a place to which a parking control sign applies and the 
driver is permitted to stop.

73. A person driving a vehicle except the driver of a public bus shall not stop 
or park at a bus rank or on the road within 15 metres before and 15 metres after 
the sign GD25 on the road that indicates the bus stop, unless the driver of the 
vehicle has a break-down or a police officer is directing the driver to stop.

74. (1) A person driving a vehicle over 3.5t GVM shall not stop on a length 
of road that is not in a built-up area, except on the shoulder o f the road.

(2) A person driving a heavy motor vehicle shall not stop on a 
length of road in a built-up area for longer than necessary, unless the driver is 
permitted by a road marking RM7 to stop for a specified time.

75. A person driving a vehicle shall not park in an area RM16 specially 
designated for people with disabilities IN 323-P unless —

(a) the driver’s vehicle is marked with a round blue and white badge issued 
to people with disabilities by the Director; and

(b ) the driver holds a driving licence endorsed with a restriction for 
disability.

76. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall not park on a priority roadway INI 
or shoulder o f a road outside a built-up area, except where —

(a) the vehicle is incapable of moving under its own power;
(b ) an emergency arises; or
(c) the law otherwise permits.
(2) Notwithstanding this regulation, a person driving a vehicle —
(a) in the case of a vehicle operated by a construction service for purposes 

of construction, repair, maintenance or inspection o f public service 
facilities, that are located adjacent to, along, over or under die public road: 

Provided that —
(i) the sign W365 or other construction warning signs prescribed in 

regulation 5 are displayed,
(ii) there is a worker wearing reflective clothes and displaying the 

hand-operated “Stop and Go” sign R1,5A and R1.5B; and
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(b ) in the case o f a pilot or tail vehicle escorting an abnormal or over- 
dimensional vehicle IN572 on a public road, may park (he escorting 
vehicle or tail vehicle on the roadway while that person performs the 
duties with respect to the movement o f such a vehicle.

77. A person driving a vehicle not exceeding 3.5t GVM shall not park on a 
roadway, unless —

(a) required or permitted by any other written law or a traffic control device;
(b ) in compliance with a direction given by a police officer;
(c) avoiding conflict with other traffic;
(d ) in the case o f a built-up area he or she parks at the following locations—

(i) on a sidewalk or boulevard,
(ii) on a crosswalk,
(iii) within an intersection other than immediately next to the kerb in a 

T-intersection,
(iv) at an intersection within 5 metres from the projection o f the comer 

property line im m ediately ahead or im m ediately to the rear, 
except when the vehicle is parked in a space where a parking meter 
or other traffic control device indicates parking is permitted,

(v) in the case ofan approach to a stop sign R1 or yield sign R2, within 
5 metres from the stop sign or yield sign,

(vi) within 5 metres from any Are hydrant, or when the hydrant is not 
located at the kerb and within 5 metres from the point on the kerb 
nearest the hydrant,

(vii) within 1.5 metres from an access to a garage, private road or 
driveway or a vehicle crossway over a sidewalk,

(viii) within 5 metres in front of a marked crosswalk,
(ix) alongside or opposite any street excavation or obstruction when 

the stopping or parking would obstruct traffic,
(x) on any bridge or in any subway or on the approaches to either of them,
(xi) at any place where a traffic control device prohibits parking, 

during the times parking is so prohibited,
(xii) on the roadway side o f a vehicle that is parked at the kerb or edge 

of the roadway,
(xiii) at or near the side o f any fire, accident or other emergency, if 

stopping or parking would obstruct traffic or hinder emergency 
vehicles or police officers, firem en, am bulance drivers or 
assistants or rescue officers or volunteers, or

(xiv) if a public road is divided into two or m ore roadways by a 
boulevard, ditch or other physical barrier, on that portion of the 
road that is to the right of the yellow line except in an emergency 
situation where the vehicle is disabled and it is not practicable to 
move the vehicle to the far left side of the roadway.

78. When parking a vehicle on a two-way roadway, a person shall only park 
a vehicle with —

(a ) the sides of the vehicle parallel to the far left side o f the kerb or edge of 
the roadway;

(b ) the left wheels o f the vehicle not less than 500 mm from the left kerb 
GM8 or edge of the roadway;

(c) the vehicle facing in the direction of travel of vehicles in the marked lane 
or line of traffic on or next to the part of the road where the driver parks; or



(d ) in the case of a one-way street R4-A, R4-B or R4-C where parking on 
either side is permitted, with —
(i) the sides of the vehicle parallel to the far left or far right side of the 

kerb or edge of the roadway,
(ii) the vehicle facing in the direction o f travel authorised for the 

roadway.
(2) Notwithstanding subregulation (1), a person may park a motor cycle 

R307-P at an angle, other than perpendicular, to the kerb or edge of the roadway, 
with —

(a) a wheel of the motor cycle not less than 500 mm from the kerb or edge 
of the roadway; and

(b) the motorcycle angled in the direction of travel authorised for the traffic 
lane that is adjacent to the lane on which the motorcycle is parked.

(3) Subregulation (1) does not apply where angle parking is required.
79. (1) If a driver parks in a parking area on the side of a road, or in a median 

strip parking area, to which a parking control sign or road marking applies, and 
information on or with the sign or road marking RM6 includes the words “angle 
parking” or “angle”, the driver shall position the vehicle in accordance with 
subregulations (2) to (4).

(2) If  the information on or with the parking control sign or road marking 
indicates that the vehicle is to be positioned at an angle o f 45®, or does not 
indicate another angle, the driver shall position his or her vehicle —

(a) so that the vehicle is at an angle as near as practicable to 45°; or
(b ) if the vehicle is parked on the side of the road, with the rear of the vehicle 

nearest to traffic in the marked lane or line of traffic next to the part o f the 
road where the driver parks.

(3) If the information on or with the parking control sign or road marking 
indicates that the vehicle is to be positioned at an angle o f 90°, the driver—

(a ) shall position his or her vehicle so that the vehicle is at an angle as near 
as practicable to 90°; and

(b) if the vehicle is parked on the side of the road, it shall be parked with its 
front as near as possible to the marked lane or line o f traffic next to the 
part o f the road where the driver parks.

(4) If  the information on or with the parking control sign or road marking 
indicates that the vehicle is to be positioned at an angle of 135°, the driver shall 
position his or her vehicle —

(a) so that the vehicle is at an angle as near as practicable to 135°; and
(b ) if the vehicle is parked on the side of the road, then it shall be parked with 

its front as near as possible to the marked lane or line of traffic next to the 
part of the road where the driver parks.

(5) This regulation does not apply to the rider of a motor cycle.
80. A person driving a vehicle shall not park a vehicle and leave it 

unattended to on any gradient W322 or W323 slope without —
(a) turning the front wheels of the vehicle towards the nearest kerb or edge 

of the roadway in such a manner as to impede any movement o f the 
vehicle; and

(A) effectively setting the vehicle’s parking brake or other mechanism with 
which the vehicle is equipped that is designed to hold the vehicle in a 
stationary position while the vehicle is unattended to.
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81. A person shall not leave a vehicle unattended to on a public road i f —
(a ) the vehicle is on a jack or a similar device; or
(b) one or more wheels have been removed from the vehicle or part of the 

vehicle is raised.
82. A person shall not permit a vehicle to be stationary on a roadway outside 

a built-up area at any time at night or when, due to insufficient light or 
unfavourable atmospheric conditions, objects are not clearly discernible on the 
roadway at a distance o f at least 250 metres ahead, unless —

(a ) the tail lamps o f the vehicle are alight;
(b ) the vehicle is equipped with reflectors that are of a type approved and 

that reflect the lights of a motor vehicle approaching the stationary vehicle 
from the rear; or

(c) the vehicle hazard warning lamps are alight.

PART X —  M e rg in g

83. A person who is about to drive a vehicle onto an intersecting roadway 
from another road that is marked by a “merge sign” GS400 series, may not stop 
the vehicle before driving the vehicle onto the intersecting roadway but shall 
take all necessary precautions and merge the vehicle safely with the traffic on 
the intersecting roadway.

84. A person driving a vehicle on a roadway near the intersection o f another 
roadway or marked by a “merge” sign W i l l ,  W112, W116, W214 or W215 
shall take all reasonable precautions to allow amerging vehicle to enter in safety 
onto the roadway on which the merging is to take place.

ART XI —  Tra ffic  lights

85. (1) A person driving a vehicle may, at an intersection where a green disc 
light is shown by a traffic signal LSI —

(a) drive straight through the intersection;
(b) drive into the intersection and on entering the intersection turn the 

vehicle left or right, subject to any sign or signal prohibiting a left turn 
R209 orrighttumR210, or both or designating which turning movement 
is permitted, but shall yield the right of way;

(c) give way to any pedestrians that are within the intersection or an adjacent 
crosswalk at the time that the green light is shown; and

(d ) give way to any other vehicle that is within the intersection at the time 
that the green light is shown.

(2) A person driving a vehicle may, when approaching a green arrow LS5 
shown by a control signal at an intersection —

(a ) drive the vehicle into the intersection; and
(b ) shall make only the movement that is indicated by the green arrow and 

yield the right of way to any —
(i) pedestrians that are within the intersection or within an adjacent 

crosswalk, and
(ii) other vehicle that is within the intersection.



(3) A person driving a vehicle shall, when approaching an intersection and 
facing a green disc light which is shown at the same time with a co-ordinated 
traffic sign GD29, drive cautiously through the intersection and continue 
driving at the speed indicated in the sign.

(4) A person driving a vehicle that is facing the flashes of a green light at an 
intersection where flashes o f a green arrow are shown by a traffic control signal 
LS6, has the right of way over any vehicles which are facing that person from 
across the intersection.

(5) The person referred to in sub-regulation (4) may drive the vehicle —
(a ) into the intersection and on entering the intersection turn right while the 

light is flashing; or
(b) only on arrow direction through the intersection or turn left while the 

light is flashing, but shall yield the right of way to any —
(i) pedestrians that are within the intersection or within an adjacent 

crosswalk at the time the flashing green light is shown, and
(ii) other vehicles that are within the intersection at the time the 

flashing green light is shown.
86. (1) When, at an intersection a flashing yellow disk light LSI is 

shown by a traffic control signal, a person driving a vehicle that is facing the 
yellow disc shall slow down —

(a ) and only proceed with caution by yielding the right o f  way to any 
pedestrian that is within the intersection or an adjacent crosswalk; and

(6) to any other vehicle that is within the intersection.
(2) A person driving a vehicle shall, when approaching an intersection 

and facing a yellow arrow shown by a traffic control signal LS2 to the left or 
right, slow down the vehicle safely before reaching the intersection stop line, if 
available, and stop the vehicle before entering the marked crosswalk or the 
intersection stop line, if  available.

(3) When, at an intersection, a yellow arrow pointing downwards is shown 
by an overhead mounted traffic control device LS3 at the same time with the red 
arrow, a person driving a vehicle that is approaching the intersection and facing 
both arrows may get ready for moving off.

(4) When, at an intersection or other place, rapid flashes o f yellow light are 
shown together with a sign reading or symbol indicating “school”, “playground 
zone”, “school crossing”, “pedestrian crossing”, “pedestrian zone” or other 
wording or symbol indicating a pedestrian hazard W100 with IN547 and SS3, a 
person driving a vehicle that is approaching the signal may, with caution, drive 
the vehicle —

(a ) across the zone area; or
(b) if at a place other than an intersection, past the sign, but when so doing 

shall —
(i) not drive the vehicle across the intersection or past the sign at a 

speed that is greater than 30 kilometres per hour, and
(ii) yield the right of way to any pedestrians that are in the intersection 

or on the roadway that is in the vicinity of the sign or signal.
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87. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall, when approaching an intersection 
and facing a red light disc LS1 shown by a traffic control signal, stop the vehicle —

(a ) immediately before the marked crosswalk that is on the near side of the 
intersection;

(b) if  there is a stop line, or if there is no stop line or marked crosswalk at or 
near the traffic light, as near as practicable to the yielding or the viewing 
line; or

(c) not until the red traffic control signal changes to order the driver to get 
ready for moving off the vehicle —
(i) across the marked crosswalk and into the intersection,

(ii) across the stop line and into the intersection, or
(iii) if  there is not any m arked crossw alk  or stop line, into the 

intersection.
(2) Notwithstanding subregulation (1), unless a traffic sign LSI 1 prohibits 

any other turning, a person driving a vehicle may turn the vehicle and proceed 
left or straight at the intersection if  that person yields the right of way —

(a) to any pedestrians that are in the intersection; and
(b ) to any vehicle that is in or approaching the intersection.
(3) Notwithstanding subregulation (1), at the intersection o f two one-way 

streets, a person driving a vehicle may, unless a traffic sign Lsl 1 otherwise 
directs or prohibits a right turn from being made by a red light arrow, turn the 
vehicle and proceed right at the intersection, if the driver first stops and yields 
the right of way —

(a) to any pedestrians that are in the intersection; or
(b ) to any vehicles that are in or approaching the intersection.
(4) When, at a place other than an intersection, a red light disc is shown by 

a traffic control signal, a person driving a vehicle that is approaching the signal 
shall stop the vehicle before reaching the closer o f the signal or the nearest 
crosswalk, if any, that is in the vicinity of the signal.

88. (1) If a traffic control signal has a malfunction LS4 or is not operating 
according to standard, a driver and pedestrian shall when crossing the roadway 
in the vicinity of such traffic control signal, obey the basic right-of-way rule, or 
if  mounted, the traffic signs and proceed only with due care and attention.

(2) When, at a place other than an intersection, rapid intermittent flashes of 
red light LS22 is shown by a traffic control signal, a person driving a vehicle that 
is approaching the signal shall stop the vehicle immediately before reaching the 
signal, and —

(a ) shall only proceed when the lights stop flashing; or
(b ) if  there is a railway cross in the vicinity of the signal LS20 or LS23, may 

drive the vehicle past the signal after the train has passed.
(3) A person driving a vehicle shall obey the directions given by a police 

officer directing traffic irrespective o f any working traffic light or sign.
89. (1) When a pedestrian intends to cross a street at a pedestrian crossing 

IN5, the pedestrian may, before leaving the kerb or edge of the road, indicate the 
intention to do so by giving a clear hand signal consisting of raising an arm 
approximately at right angles to the pedestrian’s body and pointing to the 
opposite kerb in the direction the pedestrian wishes to walk.



(2) When a pedestrian has indicated the intention to cross the street in 
accordance with this regulation, a person driving a vehicle shall stop the vehicle 
before entering the crosswalk and allow the pedestrian to cross.

90. When, at an intersection, a traffic control signal shows a green flashing 
man light LS101 alone, a pedestrian who is facing the green light may proceed 
across the roadway within a crosswalk, and has a right of way over all vehicles.

91. When, at an intersection, a traffic control signal shows a red 
flashing man light LS102 alone, a pedestrian who is facing the red light shall not 
enter the roadway unless the pedestrian is instructed to do so by apolice officer.

92. (1) Where a traffic control signal instructs or permits a pedestrian to 
enter or to proceed across a roadway, the pedestrian, when entering or 
proceeding to cross the roadway, shall do so —

(a ) at an intersection, only within a crosswalk sign W307; or
(b) at a place other than an intersection in the vicinity o f which there is a 

marked crosswalk RTM3, only within the crosswalk.
(2) A pedestrian who is waiting for a traffic control signal to 

change shall not stand on the roadway.

PART XII — Directions by h a n d  to d riv e rs

93. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall obey the directions given by a police 
officer directing traffic irrespective of any working traffic light or sign.

(2) A hand signal to stop traffic approaching from the front SS1 (a ) indicates 
to the driver of a vehicle approaching a traffic officer from the front, who is 
displaying the signal, that the driver shall stop until the signal to proceed is 
displayed.

(3) A hand signal to stop traffic approaching from the rear SS 1 (b ) to indicate 
to the driver of a vehicle approaching a traffic officer from the front, who is 
displaying the signal, that the driver shall stop until the signal to proceed is 
displayed.

(4) A hand signal to stop traffic approaching from the front or the rear 
SSl(c) to indicate to the driver of a vehicle, approaching a traffic officer from 
the front or rear, who is displaying the signal, that the driver shall stop until the 
signal to proceed is displayed; or

(5) A hand signal to show traffic to proceed from the left or right SSI(d ) or
(e) to indicate to the driver of a vehicle that the driver may proceed if  a traffic 
officer displays the signal.

(6) A pedestrian shall obey the directions o f a police officer directing traffic.
94. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall obey the direction given by a person 

holding a flag.
(2) A barricade or sign R1.5A is erected on a roadway for the purposes 

directing traffic in connection with an accident or road construction.
(3) A “flag signal to stop” SS2(a) indicates to the driver o f a vehicle that the 

driver shall stop until the flag signal to proceed is displayed.
(4) A “flag signal to proceed” SS2(b) indicates to the driver of a vehicle that 

the driver shall proceed with care when the flag signal is displayed.
(5) A “warning flag signal” SS2(c) or 1,5B warns a road user to proceed 

slowly and to be alert.
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95. (1) A siren together with an emergency flashing light shall be operated 
only when the vehicle is being used in response to an emergency, an emergency 
call or on alarm for the following —

(a) blue bar for the police; or
(b ) red bar for fire brigade, ambulance, rescue and military.
(2) Notwithstanding subregulation (1) the round amber flashing light on the 

roof, without siren, shall apply in respect o f vehicles used for —
(a) construction;
(b ) breakdown service; and
(c) any other authorised essential service.
96. (1) A person driving an emergency vehicle may, where he or she 

considers, in the circumstances, that it is reasonable and safe to do so, do the 
following —

(a) drive the vehicle in excess o f any set o f speed limit;
(b ) proceed passed a traffic control light indicating stop or a stop sign 

without stopping; and
(c) contravene any provision o f the law.
(2) A person driving an emergency vehicle, while its siren is operating, has 

the right of way over all other drivers o f vehicles.
(3) A person driving an emergency vehicle may, where he or she considers 

the circumstances to be reasonable and safe, park the vehicle while it’s flashing 
lights are operating, but without a siren on, contrary to any law regulating the 
parking of motor vehicles.

(4) A person driving an emergency vehicle and other personnel o f an 
emergency may, if  the circumstances so require, exercise the powers o f a police 
officer under the Act with respect to traffic control and direction to the extent 
necessary to enable them to efficiently perform their duties.

97. A police officer driving a motor vehicle may, in the performance o f his 
duties, while not operating the siren of the vehicle, and where he or she considers 
the circumstances to be reasonable and safe, do the following —

(a) drive the vehicle in excess o f a speed limit;
(b ) proceed past a traffic control light indicating stop or a stop sign without 

stopping; or
(c) contravene any other provision regulating the use o f roadways.
(2) A police officer may, in the performance o f his duties and where he or 

she considers the circumstances to be reasonable and safe, park a motor vehicle, 
contrary to any provisions o f any law.

98. (1) When an emergency vehicle with a siren on is overtaking, 
approaching or meeting other vehicles, the person driving that other vehicle 
shall, unless otherwise directed by a police officer, yield the right o f way to the 
emergency vehicle.

(2) A person driving a vehicle shall not, unless otherwise directed by a 
police officer, follow within 150 metres of an emergency vehicle on which a 
siren or flashing lights, or both, are operating.

(3) Subregulation (2) does not apply to a person driving another emergency 
vehicle on which the siren or flashing lights, or both, are in operation.



99. Vehicles used in respect of road traffic safety audit programme carried 
out under the administration of the Road Safety Auditing Team (RoSAT) may 
be operated on any portion of a roadway during the time that the vehicles are 
actually engaged for the purposes of auditing and matters related thereto.

100. (1) All road works shall be carried out in a safe manner and with due 
regard to the need to keep traffic delays to a minimum.

(2) Road construction companies shall be responsible for warning, 
informing, directing signs as outlined under regulation 5 and protection of road 
workers.

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of this regulation or any other written 
law, a driver of any construction vehicle used in respect of roadway construction 
and maintenance shall use a path R125 specially provided and marked for use by 
such vehicles.

PART XIV —  S c h o o l buses

101. (1) Where a school bus is clearly marked with a warning plate W400 
on the left front and on the right rear, a person driving a vehicle that is approaching 
the school bus shall, when approaching the school bus from the rear, if the school 
bus is on a roadway that is divided by a median into two separate roadways, slow 
down and if necessary stop before reaching the school bus.

(2) After stopping an approaching vehicle pursuant to subregulation ( 1), the 
person driving the vehicle shall not proceed to drive the vehicle past the school 
bus until —

(a) the driver of the school bus indicates by a signal that the vehicle may 
proceed; or

(ft) the alternately flashing amber lamps on the school bus stop flashing.
102. A person driving a school bus shall activate the hazard warning lights, 

when that person begins to slow down the school bus for the purpose o f stopping 
on the roadway to load or unload passengers.

103. A person driving a school bus shall not drive the school bus in reverse 
when the school bus is —

(a ) on a school ground; or
( b) at a location adjacent to a school ground at which the school bus is 

loaded or unloaded,
unless there is a responsible person located outside at the rear of the school
bus giving directions with respect to the driving of the school bus in reverse.

PART XV —  B ic y c le s

104. Unless otherwise provide under any other law, a person who is 
operating a bicycle on a roadway marked with WM13 has all the rights and is 
subject to all the duties of a person driving a motor vehicle.

105. (1) A person who is operating a bicycle on a roadway marked with 
R i l l  shall —

(a ) keep both hands on the handlebars of the bicycle, except when making 
a signal in accordance with these Regulations;

(b) keep both feet on the pedals or foot rests of the bicycle other than when stopped;
(c )  not ride other than on or astride a regular seat of the bicycle; and
(d) not use the bicycle to carry more persons at one time than the number for 

which the bicycle is designed and equipped.
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(2) A person who is operating a bicycle, other than a motorcycle, on a 
roadway shall operate the bicycle as near as practicable to the left kerb or edge 
of the roadway unless that person is in the process of making a right turn with the 
bicycle.

(3) Notwithstanding subregulation (2), a person who is operating a bicycle, 
other than a motorcycle, on a roadway marked with a sign R406 that has 
shoulders shall —

(а) in the case o f a roadway that has paved shoulders marked with RM9, 
operate the bicycle on the left shoulder; or

(б) in the case of a roadway that does not have paved shoulders but marked 
with W309, operate the bicycle as far to the left o f  the roadway as 
practicable, unless that person is in the process of making a right turn.

(4) A person who is riding as a pillion on a bicycle shall —
(a) not ride other than on a regular seat of the bicycle that is designed to be 

used by a pillion; and
(b ) keep both feet on the footrests provided for the use of the pillion riding 

on the seat.
106. A person who is operating a cycle on a roadway in the same direction 

and same traffic lane, except when overtaking or passing another cycle shall —
(a) not operate the cycle adjacent to another cycle travelling in the same 

direction; and
(b) in the case of a cycle other than a motorcycle, where more than one cycle 

is travelling in the vicinity of and in the same direction as another cycle, 
shall operate the cycle directly in line with and to the rear or front o f the 
other cycle.

107. (1) The rider of a bicycle shall not ride on a length o f road or footpath 
to which a “no bicycles” sign R219, or a no bicycles road marking, applies.

(2) A “bicycle” sign R111, or a bicycle road marking WM13, applies to a 
length of road or footpath beginning at the sign or marking and ending at the 
nearest of the following —

(a) a “bicycle path” sign R i l l  with IN600 or bicycle path road marking;
(b) a “bicycle lane” sign R406-R with IN600 sign;
(c) a “separated footpath” sign R 114 with IN600 or R 115 with IN600 or 

separated footpath road marking;
(d ) a “shared path” sign R113;
(e) a “no entry bicycles” sign R219; or
(t) the next intersection.
108. Notwithstanding the provisions of these Regulations or any other 

written law, sport authorities in liaison with the relevant road and police 
authorities may, with respect to a roadway under its direction, control and 
management, permit persons operating bicycles as part of an entertainment 
show or an exhibition to operate the cycles in a manner permitted by the road 
authority for the period of time during which the bicycles are actually being used 
as part of the entertainment show or exhibition.



PART XVI —  P ed estria n  on  p u b lic  ro a d s

109. No person shall walk past a “no pedestrian” sign, R218 unless the 
person is a resident or intends to visit a house in such area.

110. (1) Where a sidewalk or path is located beside a roadway, a pedestrian 
shall —

(a ) at all times use the designated sidewalk or path R110; and
(b ) not walk along or remain on the roadway.
(2) Where there is no sidewalk or path, a pedestrian or a handcart operator 

who is proceeding along or on a roadway shall at all times proceed only on the 
side o f tire roadway or the shoulder of the roadway facing traffic approaching 
from the opposite direction.

111. (1) A pedestrian who is crossing a roadway shall —
(a ) cross by the shortest safe route and with due despatch; and
(b ) not stop or loiter while crossing the roadway or otherwise impede the 

free movement of vehicles and conduct himself in a manner as to or as 
is likely to constitute a source o f danger to himself or to other traffic.

(2) A pedestrian shall not proceed onto a roadway or proceed along a 
roadway into the path of any vehicle that is so close that it is impracticable for 
the driver of die vehicle to yield the right of way.

(3) Nothing in these Regulations shall be construed to authorise a pedestrian 
to cross a roadway in a built-up area at a place where any bye-laws prohibit the 
crossing.

112. (1) A pedestrian who is crossing a roadway at any point other than 
within a cross path W306 or W307 shall yield the right o f way to vehicles on the 
roadway.

(2) A pedestrian shall have a right of way at a place where there is a 
crosswalk IN5, unless otherwise directed by a police officer or a traffic control 
device.

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of this regulation, a pedestrian is not 
relieved from the duty of exercising due care for his or her own safety.

113. Notwithstanding anything in these Regulations, a pedestrian —
(a ) who is carrying out duties as an employee of the department of surveys; or
(b ) in the employ of a Local Authority or of the owner of a public utility; and 

who, while in the conduct of those duties, is required to use the roadway 
or other portions of the freeway contrary to these Regulations or any 
bye-laws, is not in contravention of this regulation or any bye-laws if 
adequate advance warning is given of the pedestrian’s presence on the 
highway by means of signs, barricades or the use o f a person giving 
directions in respect of the pedestrian’s presence.

PART XVII — A nim als on  p u b lic  ro a d s

114. (1) A person who is riding an animal on a roadway marked with signs 
R141 or R131 shall —

(a ) ride the animal in such path as near as practicable to die left kerb or edge 
of the roadway;

(b ) not ride the animal adjacent to another animal travelling in the same 
direction; and
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(c) where more than one animal is travelling in the vicinity o f and in the 
same direction as another animal, shall ride the animal in single file in 
relation to the other animal, except when re-assembling the herd in a 
bona f id e  parade.

(2) A person riding an animal shall not enter a roadway marked with 
R237 or 238.

115. A person who owns or is responsible for any cattle or other domestic 
animals shall not let the animals stray unattended to on a public roadway unless 
the sign W310, W311 or W 312 is displayed.

116. A person driving a motor vehicle which gets involved in an accident 
with a wild animal on a road marked with the sign W 313, W357, W358, W359 
or road marking WM 12B shall report the accident to die nearest police station 
or other road authority.

PART XVIII — Tru cks, lo n g  v eh ic les  a n d  p u b lic  se rv ic e  veh ic les

117. A person driving any vehicle above the permitted height W320 shall, if 
the vehicle is loaded to a height which could cause a danger to traffic 
installations or a bridge with W411 —

(a) obtain a special permit from the road authorities to be escorted before 
setting off;

(b) not proceed past a “height limit” sign R204 indicating a height limit 
restriction; and

(c ) stop the vehicle before the “height limit” sign and park die vehicle at the 
edge of the roadway in order to allow free movement o f the traffic.

(2) In this regulation “vehicle” includes any load carried by the vehicle.
118. A person driving any vehicle exceeding the permitted length W321 

shall —
(a ) obtain a special permit from the road authorities to be escorted before 

setting off;
(b) not proceed past a “length limit” sign R205 indicating a length limit 

restriction; and
(c ) stop the vehicle before the “length limit” sign and park the vehicle at the 

edge of the road in order to allow free movement of the traffic.
119. A person driving any vehicle above the permitted width W360 

shall —
(a) obtain a special permit from the road authorities to be escorted before 

setting off;
(b) not proceed past a “width restriction” sign R239 indicating the width 

restriction; and
(c) stop the vehicle before the “width restriction” sign and park the vehicle 

at the edge of the road in order to allow free movement of the traffic.
120. A person driving a vehicle above the permitted actual weight W364 

shall —
(a) obtain a special permit before setting off, from the road authorities, to be 

escorted;
(b) not proceed past an “actual load limit” sign R202 or indicating a weight 

limit restriction; and
(c ) stop the vehicle before the “actual load limit” sign and park the vehicle 

at the edge of the road in order to allow free movement of the traffic.



(2) A person driving a vehicle above the permitted axle weight shall —
(a ) obtain a special permit, from die road authorities, to be escorted before 

setting off;
(b ) not proceed past a “load limit per axle” sign R203 indicating a weight 

limit per axle restriction; and
(c) stop the vehicle before the “actual load limit per axle” sign and park the 

vehicle at the age o f the road in order to allow free movement o f the traffic.
121. (1) A person driving a goods or delivery vehicle shall —
(a) not proceed past a “no trucks (goods) vehicle” sign R228 indicating a 

restriction o f entry for those types o f vehicles;
(b ) stop the vehicle before the “no trucks (goods) vehicle” sign R228; and
(c) proceed on an alternative route where goods and delivery vehicles are 

permitted,
unless the driver is permitted to drive the vehicle past the sign under the 
authority o f an auxiliary sign IN532 or IN504.
(2) A driver o f a vehicle exceeding 3.51 shall maintain a minimum distance 

from a vehicle o f the same category as indicated by the sign R241.
(3) A person driving a construction vehicle on a public road shall —
(a) not proceed past a “no construction vehicle” sign R231 indicating a 

restriction to construction vehicles;
(b ) stop the vehicle before the “no construction vehicle” restriction sign; and
(c) proceed on an alternative route where construction vehicles are allowed, 

unless the driver is permitted to drive the vehicle past the sign under the 
authority o f an auxiliary sign.

(4) A person driving a vehicle conveying dangerous goods shall —
(a ) be in possession o f the correct documentation for the cargo;
(b ) display the international placards relevant to the cargo at die front and 

rear of the vehicle as prescribed in the Sixth Schedule;
(c ) not proceed past a “no dangerous goods” sign R232, R242 or R246 

indicating a restriction to those types o f vehicles;
(d ) stop the vehicle before the “no dangerous goods” restriction sign; and
(e) proceed on an alternative route marked with the sign R126 where 

vehicles containing dangerous goods are allowed,
unless the driver is permitted to drive the vehicle past the sign having express 
exemption issued by a road authority.
(5) A person driving an abnormal vehicle shall —
(a ) obtain a special permit from the road authorities to be escorted before 

setting off;
(b ) not proceed past a “no abnormal vehicles” sign R233 indicating a 

restriction to abnormal vehicles;
(c) stop the vehicle before the “no abnormal vehicles” restriction sign; and
(d) proceed on an alternative route R127 where abnormal vehicles are allowed, 
unless the driver is permitted to drive the vehicle past the sign having express 
exemption issued by a road authority.
122. (1) Apersondrivingabus,shallnotproceedpasta“nobus” signR226, 

R227 or R235 indicating a restriction to buses.
(2) A person driving a mini-bus, midi-bus or bus in a road where a lane 

R121, R135, R136 or R129 is provided shall —
(a ) keep his vehicle wholly within that lane unless the lane is obstructed;
(b ) return to the reserved lane soon after passing the obstruction as it is safe 

to do so;
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(c) not proceed past a “no midi-bus” sign R226 or “no mini-bus” sign R225 
indicating a restriction to the category of vehicle being driven while 
operating for hire or reward,

unless when travelling to and from a garage for maintenance, depot for shift-
change or roadworthiness test.
(3) A person driving a taxi shall —
(a ) where a reserved lane R118 is provided, keep his vehicle wholly within 

that lane unless the lane is obstructed;
(b) return to the reserved lane as soon as possible after passing the obstruction 

as it is safe to do so; and
(c) not proceed past a “no taxi” sign R224 indicating a restriction to taxis.

PART XIX —  Tram s

123. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall not move into the path o f an 
approaching or following tram lane W362, or on tram tracks marked along the left 
side of the tracks by a broken or continuous yellow line RM13 parallel to the tracks.

(2) A person driving a vehicle shall, when driving in the path o f an 
approaching or followed tram travelling in a tram lane, or on tram tracks marked 
along the left side of the tracks by a broken or continuous white line RM4 
parallel to the tracks, move out of the path of the tram as soon as the person can 
do so safely.

(3) In this regulation “tram” includes a trolley-bus travelling along tram 
tracks by using the same electrical installation W361.

124. (1) A person driving a vehicle (except the driver o f a tram or trolley
bus) shall not drive in a tram lane, unless that person has express exemption 
issued by a road authority.

(2) For the purposes o f regulation 122 and this regulation, a tram lane is a 
part of a road with tram tracks that —

(a ) are marked along the left and right side o f the tracks by a continuous 
white or yellow line parallel to the tracks;

(b ) begin at a “tram lane” sign R138; and
(c) ends at a tram depot.
125. A person driving a vehicle (except the driver o f a tram) shall not stop or 

park in a tram lane or on tram tracks.

126. A person driving a vehicle shall not pass a halted tram if  the tram is 
loading and unloading passengers.

127. A person driving a vehicle shall not overtake a tram to the left or right 
if  the tram tracks are built in the middle o f the road unless there is a lane marked 
for the same direction.

128. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall not drive into the path o f a tram 
travelling on tram tracks if  there is a broken white line WM3 beside the track.

(2) If  a tram approaches, the driver shall not obstruct the tram and shall 
move on as soon as he can do so safely.

129. A driver shall stop and give way to any pedestrian crossing the road 
between the halted tram and a kerbstone.



PART XX —  A ppointm ent o f  a R o a d  Safety A u d it Team

130. The Permanent Secretary shall appoint a Road Safety Audit Team 
(RoSAT).

(2) The Road Safety Audit Team shall consist of the following officers —
(a ) the Director o f Road Transport and Safety or his representative, who 

shall be the team leader;
(b ) an expert from the Botswana Traffic Police;
(c) an expert from the Road Department;
(d ) an expert from a City Council; and
(e ) a qualified consultant or contractor if  necessary.
131. (1) The team shall be responsible for auditing the roads in accordance 

with the procedure set out in the Fifth Schedule.
(2) The auditing of roads shall be done at such times as may be deemed 

necessary by the team.
(3) The team shall submit an audit report to the Permanent Secretary with

such recommendations as may be necessary.
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Part XXI — G e n e ra l ro a d  traffic ru le s

132. A person shall not drive a vehicle on a roadway i f —
(a ) the view through the windscreen or windows of the vehicle is obscured 

by mud, steam or any other dirt so as to make the driving of the vehicle
hazardous; or

(b ) any ornament, device, cargo or passenger is placed in or on the vehicle 
so that it may obstruct that driver’s view

133. (1) No person shall on a roadway drive a vehicle that is equipped with 
a spotlight while the spotlight is lit whether the vehicle is in motion or not, so as 
to create a hazard to users of the road.

(2) Notwithstanding subregulation (1), a person driving a vehicle equipped 
with a spotlight and is in motion on a roadway while the spotlight is lit, shall 
direct the ray of the light from the spotlight directed to the extreme left o f the 
travelled portion of the roadway so that the beam of the light strikes the extreme 
left of the travelled portion of the roadway within 25 metres of the vehicle.

134. (1) No person shall operate a motor vehicle generating a level of noise 
exceeding the limits prescribed under subregulation (2).

(2) The permissible limit of noise produced by vehicles is as follows —
(a) light motor vehicles SOdb (decibels)
(b ) heavy motor vehicles 82db
(c) motor cycles 84db
(d ) agricultural vehicle 86db
(3) The sign W351 shall be displayed in an airfield area, to warn a person 

driving a vehicle in such area that noise level in such area may reach at least 140db.
135. No person shall use a hom R206 or any other audible warning device of 

a vehicle unless —
(a ) it is necessary to use the warning device to warn other road users or 

animals, of the approach or position of the vehicle; or
(b) the hom is used as an anti-theft device fitted to the vehicle.
136. (1) No person shall permit another person to occupy a house trailer or 

any other trailer while it is drawn on a roadway.
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(2) A person driving a vehicle shall not, while the vehicle is on the roadway, 
knowingly draw or tow by that vehicle any person riding a roller-skate, 
toboggan, bicycle, skateboard or any similar thing.

137. No person shall open a door o f a vehicle, leave it open, or alight from 
the vehicle in a manner likely to cause danger to himself or herself or other road users.

138. No person shall drive a vehicle in a residential area during the period 
between 2200 hours and 0600 hours in a manner that unduly disturbs the 
residents of that residential area.

139. (1) A person driving a vehicle shall not cause the vehicle to break 
through —

(a) die ranks o f a presidential, military, or police convoy;
(b) any other authorised parade or procession; or
(c) in any way obstruct, impede or interfere with the parade or procession.
(2) A pedestrian shall not break through —
(а ) the ranks o f a presidential, military or police convoy;
(б) any other authorised parade or procession; or
(c) in any way obstruct, impede or interfere with the parade or procession.
140. No person shall operate an air cushion vehicle on or across a public 

roadway unless that person has obtained a permit from the Department of Road 
Transport and Safety.

141. A person or towing company removing a wrecked or damaged vehicle 
from a road shall remove all glass, debris or any other thing that was part o f or 
related to the vehicle.

142. (1) A person shall not obstruct the view o f drivers by advertising or 
selling any goods on a public road.

(2) Notwithstanding subregulation (1), a road authority may authorise the 
advertisement or selling of goods subject to such conditions as it may determine.

143. A person shall not willfully remove, deface, alter or destroy a traffic 
control device placed or erected on a road.

144. The numbers of types of traffic signs shall be limited to a reasonable 
number and signs shall be placed only where they are deemed by the Road 
Safety Audit Team to be useful.

145. Guide markers (verge marking posts) W418 shall comply with BS873 
or the equivalent ISO 9001 standards.
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146. An instruction conveyed by a traffic light shall take precedence over 
that conveyed by a road sign.

147. Any person who contravenes or fails to comply with the provisions of 
these Regulations shall be guilty of an offence and liable for a first offence to a 
fine not exceeding P I00, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three 
months, or to both, and for each subsequent offence to a fine not exceeding 
P200, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months, or to both.

148. Traffic signs erected prior to the coming into force o f these Regulations 
shall remain valid for a period of two years after the coming into force of these 
Regulations.

149. The Road Traffic (Signs) Regulations are hereby repealed.
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Only the portion of the De&nealor 
Post that appears above ground 
is shown The method ol fixing in 
•he grcsrsl «si be dsSermnud
tMwnmq 9yn Chan '•to'enee -o j՝



F

All dlmetiskm* «re In mlfllmetre*:

A fs  nc T CT  ET E T T IZ ]
1650: id f iBO 13» «  I | ~  |

Notes:
Afra* tempiale may be tev«sM 
«iste։ ta» J * 1. tu Imitate teli or 
righi. Oiniemloti K refets la thè 
siaft som« radia։ as teri a։ 
bsx*spadag.
Wanmg Chat։ refwance («։).



Temporary Lane Closure 
W 522

_  A  , ■

Temporary Sharp Change of Direction 

W 523



Regulatory Sign B a s ic  C ircle  
(R208 Equivalent) 

RSBC-01

_ ô J
1 300

B
370 K Ï

in JL a r h
֊ a*  

Me
406
MO ■ f j

i /go 
«00

m
«10I ! «

N oi**:

All dimensione are In millimetre*
Ths symbols used wlflun tWs tempête
wSI be laid oui on a grid that will be B x 8 in sae



Dimensions:
A
roo ÉL C P E  F  G  M

1 ■ an
«W. w ՛՛ í : :  ՛ ՛

w • «»T
9CO M2 '•s r

M ates:

All dimensions are in millimetres. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (aa).



One Way Traffic (Ahead / Left / Right) 

R4
Precedence To Oncom ing  

Traffic

I ÀT'B Cl (_Ä:«e w
(MW: 800, ¿6

8 E F g] h:

....I.... !.....
~~i....Î....

....I.... I

All dimensions are in millimetres.
Dimension D refers to the sign corner radius. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (aa).

Minimum Speed Limit 
(With Cancellation) 

R101

Ait dimensions am in millimetres.
Two figure text should extend to the edges of box 8 x C, 
Three figure text will need to be reduced In height, 
bu! flit the B dimension.
Text should be centred horizontally In the box B x C. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).



All dimensions are in millimetres.
AS weights should be rounded up to the nearest 100kg. 
Text sltould ire centred in toe box C x D.
Regulatoty Sign Chart reference (bb).

I » 1-iso
JL lC I X

136 ¿216 
AX:” jV

'MIL <3; H.

b
M

54
67
Bl

C-os; sk
*05̂ 6*6

.... r -

I i m X 7 T :s p c
w& 40
•

m

54 :
. i “ “ I ....

Notes.
All dknension« are in mllltmelres 
R103 template can be reverted to indicete left or right. 
T he Black oulkne to the White arrow is only shown 
in the template for danty.
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).

All dimensions are in millimetres.
The BtacK outlines to the Whtte arrows we 
shown in the template for clarity. 
Regufstory Sign Chart reference (bb).

All dimensions ere in millimetres.
R105 fern plate can be reirersed to ndicale left or right 
The Black outline or the White arrow is onty shown 
to the template for darrty.
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).

I





;&§
 f M

I—

Dimension«:
CJ..D .1 E ; F

Notes:
Ail dimensions are in millitnaire*.
R112 template can be reversed lo indicate left or right 
The Black outline to the While symbol is only shown 
in the template tor clarity 
Regulatory Sign Chert reference (bb).

Notes;
Ail dimensions are in millimetres.
R113 template can be reversed to Indícete left or right 
The Biac* outline to the White symbol is only shown 
in the template tor clarity. The central bar entendí beyond 
the grid to ensure that there is no space between it and 
the white border on too sign.
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).



Not*®:
AH dimensions are in millimetres
The Black oulline to the While symbol is only
shown in the template tor clarity.
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).

Not**:
All dimensions are in milllmeirss 
The Black oulline lo the White symbol is 
only Shown in the (empiale lor clarity 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference {bb)

Not**:
All dimensions are in millimetres.
The Black outline to the While symbol is 
only shown tn the template for clarity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).

Mot**:
All dimensions are in millimetres 
The Black outline to the White symbol is 
only shown in the template for clarity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart re foraneo (bb).



A'T'B C r P T E I  f  ; (Syi-r Ail dimensions are in mi 
The Black outline to (he White symbol is 
only shown in the template for clarity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).

All dimensions are in millimetres.
The Black outline to the White symbol is 
only shown in the template for clarity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (fab).

The Biack outline to the White symbol is 
only shown in the template for clarity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).

All dimensions are in millimetres.
The Black outline to the White symbol is 
only shown in the template for clarity 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).



A j f i . C . D . E
aaal 57 ! 3 l H..
*mI «  ( 1

,j#>: * » :..... i ..... | .... —

Note*;
AS dimanawnB are In millimetre։
The Black outline to Die While symbol is 
only shown in the template tor dirily, 
Regulatory Sign Chart rnwnee ttfcl

Note*:

All dimensions are In milLmeires.
The Slack ounina to the White symbol is 
only sfwvrn In the tain plate for clarity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).



Dimension»: Nous:
Alt dimensions are in millimetres 
The Black audio* to the White symbol is 
oniy shown in Ihe template tor clgnty. 
Regulatory Sign Ctiart reference (bb).

Dimensiona:1 A
L. *w

B Cy l ._ °"p.|r _Hi: 480 **r1 eoo M 1-... m¿1 .. i r•t L_tXj

Not«*:
AI dimensions are m millimetres,
The Brack outline to the While symbol Is 
only shown in Ihe template for dart Ly 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb)

S S

Dimension*: Notes:

All dimensions are In millimetres.
The Black outline to the White symbol is 
only shown in the template for clarity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).

Dimension*; Notes:

Al dimensions ere in millimetres.
The Black outline to the White symbol is 
onty shown in the template for danty. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).



Mo4m :

All dimensions are In millimeiren 
The Black outline to I tie White symbol is 
only shown in tha template for clarity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).

Dimoralo«»: Notes;

A* dimensions are m mlllimalres.
The Black oulllne to the While symbol is 
only shown in the template for clarity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart referent» (bb)i

Dimensions: Note«:

Alt dimensions are in millimetres.
The Stack outfine on the White symbol is 
only shown in die template for clarity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).

Notes:

All dimensions are in millimetres.
Tile Slack outline to the White symbol is 
only shown in toe template for darity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).



Lane For B u se s  & Tram s 
Only  

R139

' i m 1

2'
/

L
Vsi

՝՝

i-Ll֊

□  a  

m  r

er) etti

5

fe
3 S E : I

3 3 4
:_LlZI

Dlriwmeion*:^fuqa::.g:tLe.|H
1

r w ~iTi— t 1 Jl .

All dimensions are in millimetres 
The Black culline to the While symbol is 
only shown in the template to» ctarily. 
Regulatory Sign Chert reference (hh).

ÏRF
The Black outline to the WMe symbol e 
only shown in tha template for dartty 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference |bb).

Maximum Speed Limit 
R201

End of Speed Limit 
R201 + R601

3 0 )  1 6 0 )  ( 8 0 )  ( 1 0 0 )  (1 2 0 ]

i՛"m ~n7 “11— t,

¡7rr
j
J pL .I L 1.. Na1

I J
ri» ; L'□ 7 Jr ;

c

\ -

, S

C

Êotes "

1 B

T Î

M

Two A»«* tut u*** 6 <» C x D TTwm ftgura 
ton us«» box E « F Th* boxe* on canted
wtthin the sign, and the text is centred writ»« 
the box, and stretches to the box edges 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (cc).

1 A .B .C .. .0 J , £ G H

I SCO: 5Ì 1 MO. 250 f £ »30

wj ;

All dimensions are In millimetres.
Two figure text uses box C x D, Three figure text uses 
box E x F, The boxes are centred within the sign, and 
the text is centfBd within the box. and stretches to the 
box edges The text is overlaid with die diagonal stripes 
end border of R601.
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (cc).



A
m

B C D
»  an ,i«6 E

?* fV d -H
! «* 1* tii

tw
. ir->
L b .

«) . W9; «*;N»1
'»t
i» ՛"  t՜՜՜՜

Not«»:

A8 dimensions are in millimetres.
AB weigh«. should be founded down to the nearest IOOK9 . 
The text should be oentred within the box C * D. 
Regulatory Sign Chan reference (cc).

_JLJL-: MO! 2S c : p i *jtoo i 75 j SOJ L J L ;jl{
f J»p2LjI SO«) 5® i 
i 7SC T 6J !awjisoj¿50 MBS :

.IP; 10C— 3
7r: JOO n t >■

Note*:

Ail dimensions are in millimetres 
Text should be centred in the box C x D. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (cci





Not®®;

All dimensions are in miHimelras
The Red stripe of R600 has been included in the
symbol to show the over-under retatinnsnip
between the arrow and stripe
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (bb).

Dimensions: Notes:

All dimensions are in millimetres 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference fcc(



tX im w U om -

soo" 2' 4 .mVK Mf
i I 'T T ^ .»no ai i ....... .. ■ ■

Notes;

All dimensions are in millimetres 
The symbol is overlaid with the diagonal 
stages and border of RG01.
Regulalory Sign Chart reference (cc)

Dimensions:
A
m

B» :c... J L 'C E f F '  G H
..••e* " ■

__ ]___ (___
J5L

Note*;

All dimension» are in millimetres. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (cc).

£

D im ension#:
A

"‘«so

B
r t
«

JZ„ D E . F ; g

.. .........
5-1

7S0 67 i T t p
J*L

All dimensions are in mlltntelres. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (cc).

Dimensions:
G H

Note»;

Alt dimensions are in millimetres 
The Red diagonal extends beyond (he edge 
of the bfue circle lo ensure no gags appear 
between the diagonal and the Red border. 
ReguEatory Sign Chart reference (cc).



!





Dimensions:
a ii 300 ; 25

x z ~0Z ..E. " F J Ö ~ T T
; 450 ! 37 !....!

«TO: SO
I 750 ■ §3 j
LJMCLJS j ...J _ ....1......

Notes:

Alt dimensions are in millimetres. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (oc).

Dimensions; Notes:

AS dimensions are in millimetres. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (oc).



sE
ER

s

D im ensions:
-A -300

B J L D E F G J L
450 37
600 SO
750 63
300 75

M o » ;

AH dimensions are in millimetres.
The Orange square in the template has 
been left uncoloured for clarity. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (cc).

No Tour B u se s

.P

Not«*:

All dimensions art in milHmeties. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (cc).

M o » :

AH dimensions are in millimetres.
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (cc)



No Anim al Drawn V ehicles  

R237

No Horse R iders  

R238

A B C D "E" F G H
• 450 3? .

©
J L

U  i  No Veh ic les O ver Indicated  
► Z m  f  Width

՝ Ki

►I _ 4 .

■L

A B C D E

, c  ----------------------------

M o te :

All dimensions are in millimetres.
Aii widths should be rounded down to the nearest 10cm. 
The text should be centred within the box CxD. 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (cc).

No Towed V ehicles  

R240



Note»:

AH dimensions are in mit!¡metres, 
Reguietory Sign Chart reference (ecj.

Note»:

All dimensions are In miilimetrM
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (cc).



Dual Carriagew ay / Freew ay E n d s  

R401 + R600 f

'■libX 'le i D E TTG ]„H 1
\ | i

— --- j ..... --- 1----1----i
1 \ \

Ail dimensions are in millimetres.
The Black border on the White symbols in 
template is only for clarity.
Biue sections of the template have been 
left uncoioured for clarity.
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (dd).

!

I j

Single Carriageway / Freeway Begins

R402 C

Dim ensions:
A10CO a«0 Xtoo x j x p q x

— I՜— t.... t —
JED
— i

___ 1___ (___ 1___
H H - i .....

Notes:
All dimensions are in millimetre?
The Black border on the Whit* symbols 
in the template is only for clarity.
Blue sections of the template have been 
left uncoloured for clarity.
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (dd).



Din
Alt dimensions are in millimetres.
The Biack border on the White symbols in the 
template is oniy for clarity.
Blue sections of the template have been 
left uncotoured for cfartty.
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (dd).

Mote*.
All dimension։ are in mtümetr*։.
The Black bonier on it» While symbol։ in I he 
template ie only fodortty,
Blue section* of foe template have been left 
uncofoured (or darty.
Regulatory Sign Chert reference (dd).

.IK B28□ r 35Ü pE H
ago. 3S«00 50
m I *
900

Note«;
All dimension* are In millimetres 
The Black border on the White symbol։  
In the template a  orty tor daisy 
Blue secUoos of the template have been 
left uncotoured tor darity.
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (dd).



:
I
I

Ail dimensions are In millimetres.
The Biaak border on the While symbols in the 
template is only for darity 
Blue sections of the template have been left 
uncotouned for darby.
Information Sign Chart reference (dd).

Cancellation Overlay  

R600

End of Ail R estrictions  
(A lso used  with other sym b ols) 

R601 All spacings = C

A b  :.c
Zft f

JDL՛ err a

w
J5?

««. «։
Vi ! J
■WT »*5 u ,

Ail dimensions are In millimetres.
The centre-line of die centre diagonal stripe run» 
through the geometric centre of (he sign.
When used with other symbols, the symbols wit 
be laid out on a grid (hat will be B x B in size 
Regulatory Sign Chart reference (cc)





Note«:
The Black border on the White symbols in the ] 
template is only for clarity.
Black and Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncoloured for clarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (aa).

Alt dimensions are in millimetres:
C D ; E F G H J K

All dimensions a 
A 8 C D |

։ in millimetres:

'm  goo i

Notes:
The Black border on the White symbols in the 
template is only for clarity.
Blue sections of the template have been left 
uncoloured for clarity.
Information Sign Chari reference (aa).

All dimensions are in millimetres:

300 ; 25  ̂238 200 188 ; 280 j jf c L L J J D C I X !
....... j........

| 450'r as՛ T 361" 300 ’ 285 T  380 ].......
j 600f 50 j 475 400 375 j 500 { ...... i
f 750 ? 63 1 899 6(xi' ՝473 ¿ 630 \ 1
f^b f  75 'T 713 ՛ bbb՝ 563 I TSO I....... i ;

Notes:
The Black border on the White symbols in the 
template is only for clarity.
Blue sections of the template have been left 
uncoloured for clarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (aa).

Ail dimensions a
A : B  C i D ! E i F G 1 H J 7 K  : L i

j 300 i 25 j | j 
: 450! 38 • ! :
; 600j  50** ' ' ¡ 7 7 1 " T
! 750 I 63՛' ' 1 [ f ......
! SOD 75

Notes:
The Black border on the Write symbols in the 
template is only for darity.
Blue sections of the template have been left 
uncoloured for clarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).





Ali dimensions are in millimetres:
A B g.. d E F G JH J.„ J L L.JL

25
450 35 ....! . |
ICC -
7W <=»
900 rs

I

Notes:
The Black border on the White symbofs in the 
template is only for clarity. Black and Green 
or blue sections of the template have been 
left uncoloured for clarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).

Ail dimensions are In millimetres:
I X
300

B
25

rcr J E T F  . 6 X i L
450 38 .. i ...
ÍSOO »
>5C S3 1 .... i.....
9QC 75 L _ L

Notes:
The Black border on the White symbols in the 
template is only for darity. Black and Green 
or Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncdourad for clarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).

Notes:
The Biack border on the White symbols in the 
template is oniy for clarity. Black and Green 
or Blue sections of the template have been 
left uncoloured for clarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).

AH dimensions are in millimetres:
X B C D E

as i í 1
F G H J K L

H50 38;.....j..... i.....50 I i ] : z j i : r



G T T T T X  I T T T The Black border on the White symbols in the 
template is only for clarity. Black and Green 
or Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncoloured for cfarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).

AH wr% In mnimetra«;
a  “ir y n q ^ T p p r r r  t k t l

- H -1

The Black border on the While symbols in the 
template is only for clarity. Black and Green 
or Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncoloured for clarity,
Information Sigh Chart reference (bb).

a
t c

All dimensions ere in millimetres:
! A B C D E F | G H J K i  L i
1450 1200 50

.. "....P * ՜ ......i...... i

The Black border on the While symbols in the 
template is only for clarity.

uncoloured for cfarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).

t m Breakdown Service  

IN111 &
\F

&

i A i B 1C in ~WTWG i H i J i K j L j

l l i b l  3 8 T ՜ P ™
u i l s o j ___i___ , , . 1 1

....... i : ... t ; .... i...... r ......i
i M L z L t z r z ...... i...... i ...... i...... i ...... 1

Notes:
The Black border on the White symbols in the 
template is only for clarity Black and Green 
or Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncoloured for clarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).



All dimonsfons are In millimetre*: Notes:
The Slack border on the White symbols in the 
template is only lor clarity.
Blue sections of the template have been 
left uncoloured for darity.
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).

All dimensions are In
ApmXa.l.E..j.F Notes:

The Stack border on the While symbols in the 
template Is only for clarity. Red and Green 
or Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncotaured for clarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).

Parking
IN305

All dimensions are In millimetres:
A fl t I J i J E  F
*40 if
tec ro

S I  R  J K
. 1  ,

The Black border on the White symbols in the 
template is only tor darity. Blue sections of 
the template have been left 
uncoloured for darity.
Information Sgn Chart reference (bh).



All dimensions are In millimetre»:
hSBJSI ptexe o p : j [KU

—f—j—
f . S u l  , ; - 4—i-.~

Notes:
The Black border on the White symbols 
in the template is only for clarity.
Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncoloured for clarity 
information Sign Chart reference (ee).

All dimensions nr* In
l A_ I c D F F G H ! jT 'P T iT '
300 ¿5
450 544 tv
600 725 50 t i
750՝ 907 S3“ ’ ~T~ "i
800 109S 75

Notes:
The Black border oil the White symbols 
in the templote is only for darity 
Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncoloured for clarity. 
Information Sfgn Chart reference (ee).



AH dimensions are in Notes:
The Black border on the White symbols j 
in the template is only for clarity.
Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncntoured for clarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (ee). j

Ail dimensions are in mlilfr
a  b  rea  p e .t £ i g _
300 - 363 l 2S ;

netr
H

vs:
J K | t

ra M4 SB . J ____L
.800 725 ; 50 1 [
750 j 901 '■ 63 l  
66b ; 108* 73 j | \

Notes:
The Black border on the White symbols 
in the template is only for clarity.
Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncoloured for clarity. 
Information Sign Chart reference (ee).



Ail dimensions are In mUlimstres:
i H -J

Notes:
The Black border or> the White symbols 
in the template Is only tor clarity.
Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncotoured for clarity. 
Information Sign Chart reference <ee).

Parking  F o r  D ang ero u s  
G o o d s V e h ic le s  O n ly  

IN316-P

Ail dimensions are In millimetres:
B 3 S L B*e 363 1 25
•too V i !  at

. 1
5  H U T  K P -

- j
fc-XJ ?25 50 
-«to »Cd *. 
«0 MS* >» ~ i — --------j---- }— — I

Notes:
The Black border on the White symbols 
In the template is orfy »or clarity.
Bice and Orange sections of the tempriale 
have been left uncotoured for clarity. 
Information Sign Chart reference (ee).

Ail dimensions are in millimetres:

M i D 4 E 4  F j .G 4.J i
Notes:
The Black border on the White symbols 
In the template is only for clarity.
Blue sections of the template have 
been left uncolourad for clarity. 
Information Sign Chart reference (ee).

Parking Fo r P o lice  V eh ic les  
O n ly  

IN322-P

j s Ä sL .

All dimensions are In millimetres:

[»T JBL c D E i F G H J K L25
Uso 544 38 188
! 60S 725 >50 25Q

8Ö7 313
108S>

Notes:
The Slack border on the White symbols in 
the template is only for clarity.
Slue sections of the template have been 
left uncoloured for clarity. The Police badge 
should be centred within box D x E. 
Information Sign Chart reference (ee).



Advance Direction (Primary Route) 
GD1

Composite Direction 
GD2

F E G :E, C ,D 4----►*«--------- **4—►p-

Ait Dimensions are in millimetres: Moles:
[ A
i 1340

B. C D E F
300 120 _ 10S ->

Id i H J K L 1 1 N P Q R Ditnensioos F and G wtll 
^  j- 1 vary acconfatg ta the

i i and right enws appear
T j on the right of the sign.

! T
........I..... i.....L ... LJ-....i ..... I..... i ..... .....i ..... i for symbot datai.

Dimension K refers to ihe

Direction
GD2&W409

sorde? width an« mo sign 
comer radius. Guidance 
Sign Chart reference fee).

Coordinated Traffic Signais

GD29

&

Ail Dimensions are in millimetres: Notes:
Dimensions F and G wiil 
uaty according to the Sengih 
of Sre text. Ahead and right 
arrows appear on me tight 
of the sign, left arrows on 
the ieit. See arrows A-01 
or A-02 for symbot detail 
See W409 for chevron detail 
Dimension K refers to the 
border widttt and the sign

N ---------------------- B ---------------------------►
4--------- D -------- ».

All Dimensions are in millimetres: Motes:
A i ՝c D Ë F G H -‘ K L  J  M ' N P Q R  I s  î t  1 The Biade border on the
?so, 50 450 ;̂ 00 White symbols in the

----j---- i----J template is ody for clarity.
---- i---- ----j. ----1---- 1---- j &eenæc6onsofthê

| } | uneotarred for clarity.
......\---- 1----1 Text should be certred

Guidance Sign Chart (cc).

Sign Chart reference (cc).



Confirmation (with distance) 

GD3

—
V

a 8 3

♦ ......................D

♦  C

♦ c
| b3 ։ « i j

♦  Di
............... 1.... j

E F [D G E (

Fingerboard

GD4

JK

All Dimensiona are In millimetre*:
A B c D E r F G H | J K L M N P q TT S IX ’! mo : J5?- -H5-I( ? ■1 ? 1 »  1

1 —
; L „—•H

....1 C X J L J ....3

Direction Exit 
G D 5

Notes:
D mansion F ft G vrJI 
vary according to text

0»  ffinunjlort H 
raters to »wbcrtor 
th n* ness and the 
sign amar r*ïur 
Guidance Sign Chart (col

Al! Dimensions are in millimetres: Notes:
A Ç D H J K | L ¡H ; MlX 0 ! R 8 T j Dimension £ wSI vary 

accordng to text Ie ngl h 
Iftxt should be csntffiil5D& 40 X j 1

...........! within the bones F x G
___ j

’
1 J Oifnerreion H refers to

.... i................i the border width and 
sign cottier radius, 

i Guidance Sign Chart (cc)\____j -I__1__ i I . j

Direction Crossroad 
GD6

I
I

. b  1 c  ; d i e  -
K MOj M p «  j

ï i o m a

Orttna Stn« Chart tcei

Ail Dimension* are in millimetres:
: A B C"
: IMOj i*n 10Q

D . e . F
»  60 *>

G H :.J7 ? : ? K .U .1.M  , , ,>; i n -
40 ; 20 :

Q- R . S ’ T

j | ! _ | 1
. . ....i..... i ..... .....i.....

՛ r 1 !......

I ]
!— ;— "՛ r ..T..... 4  1

1 ֊ -

is iett jusiilieti- ctft»՜ text ¡6 
itghl justilliH il mort- lines cf 
text ara needed the sign

Quittance Sign Cteflfcc).





Urban Countdown Signs 
GD21, GD22&GD23

Park& Ride (Bus) 

GD27

A

:Xock

>՛՜ ix.
f ‘1.,.,-f

L lz :i] ■

J4

Ail Dimensions are in millimetres:
A B c J L : i : J L .G. J L T K , L . M , N . P . Q . R . S., T. 'i 300 j 450 30
100i oco

..... "
jo... .... i.... j.... |.... (.... j.... i.... i.... |.... |

! ! 1..... ! ......[... ?___;___ j _______ j ......j.__ |
L i t

White symbols in the 
template is only for 
darby. Green sections

Text Message 
GD26

All Dimensions are in millimetres:
Q R y  j Dimension E writ vary with tile

.... j length oftha text. Centre the
j text within boxes ExB. If more

.... j fines of text ate needed add
___! 240mm to the sign height

i for each ad&Scnal Ime, 
i Dimension F refers to the

Sign Chart reference foe).

Park & Ride (Train) 
GD28

0(Ö
i «

. . . r

r
n _____I0

-

r

: : i £ 3 o : 0

C 0 = | ^ C r

.. - s

ÈEÜi

:l:
+

..1...
4 - ֊

I Ie !

Ail Dimensions are in miiiimetres:
LA. B ç„ D IE  i F . G . L H . J L jkJ j l .M_ N P JBL J L J L T
! 300 450 30 S j j : '
1 4Q0 600 40 j

■j 1 : 1.... j..... . 1
.... t 1 î î '"Î....

I

The Blech border on the 
While symbols in the 
template is only for darity. 
Green sections of die 
template have been left 
uncoloured for darity. 
Guidance Sign Chart (oc).



All Dimensions am in millimetres:
1 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P q t r t s t t
j m >000 840 ? j sio: 8® j ? 60 20. . : ;

1::: b : b ib
The city name should fit to the 
box C x D. If necessary, reduce 
the character height to fit the
0 end G will very according to 
the sjze of text used, but D

AH Dimensions am in millimetres: Notes:
A B C  D E ' F G ; H ; J K L M N  P O . R S ; T

.....  character height to fit iive name in650 1000 840 ? J..60.j..40... ..20.

MAHALAPYE Town Name 

GL3
BOTSWELELO Suburb Name 

GL2

All Dimensions are in millimetres: II Dimensions am in millimetres:

A B 1
JOC T 2® J

C ! D E . F i G . H J  K L i M
. f05 ] ? | 80 [ 83 j 15 i i . !__

N,, p ! Q [JR.: S T ;

;wo՛ 1 r » h * i » . L 4 ___ 1 Z  l H jj.. : I  1 j [ ; + 7 " "
i i i ]  n  1 1 .

O aw lsD aS iM ** ! ^  —  -i ^ D ; E .
< J«;20C. • * ,  ’  &

j KadsftotWfceChigii 320 = 280] t<50 j 1 120
i Dimension G f#€r> fc the 

m3 ̂

G iH K L ] It1 N [ P • Q.; R [S  j I Ctrn«iS»n 0 *41 vary wlh 
(he tsrtgih of the suburb 
name, teri ihould be C high.

radius. Guidance Sign Chart



Ml Dimensions are In millimétrés: Notas:
A B C D ï; F G H J K ’ I.  M ' N i P . O 1 R S i T ! OimQïtôfâa F fefefs to

i 500 | 80 j 300 ! AO V, i j | the border wfrflh ami

|...£ - } .....|........
Z Z jZZÎZZtZZ ՝

z z + r t : .
՝— — —~4~—4 Guîdence Ssgn Oiart 
..... I____ u .. | référencé {aaj.













Generai Route Marker 
GE12 To GE12-5

R | S | T l

ics io height »;

ed in conjunction with 
Chart ̂ foranee (fefe).

Overhead Route Marker (Ahead) 

GE12-8

fo

Overhead Route Marker (Turn) 

GE12-6 & GE12-7
, C ,
m

i k.

A 

1 r

:4 4
rrI f

ff+ if ..!... !,.•..1...4.
 ̂ i |

■ ! v. 4— J--- -j-
44- i f :

:p
»—

IXLJI ..i...... ՝

-ft֊֊
1

: ! ..
EE-4-t~

44֊ ~4-. j — 4-- ՛■••}—-4—
4- D - 

B -►------- 1

m

I t

J V
¡■■■A..'w$

c $ E F i m r <j K L M N :p: Q R S The route symbol shoatd he eetrtretf within box D x E.
symbcte in the tempiate is only 

' for cfediy. Green sections o? the: 1..•....
attcofouisrt for Warily. 
Dimension F refers to foe

J&. Guidance Sign Chart (oh).

Route Marker (Tertiary) 
G E 1 3

II Dimensions are in millimetres;_____
C D t  >- C> H J K l

Sign Chart reference (bt







Tourism Route Marker 
GE18TOGE18-5

0
End Of Tourist Route 

GE18-E

Mi Dimensions are in millimetres:
A 8 C , D ՝ :i;; F G H J K L M The tourism symbol should be

1— ___I__ — j— wlh m-ot to RkM5*hsBteck 
bolder 0» the White symbols in

.....]..... !....-
z iz :

the tempiale is only for clarity. 
Stßwtt sections of toe template 
have been toll anooloered for
¡»«ter w» ami 81s

Advance Turn 

GF2

Tourism Fina! Tum 

GF3

All Dimensions are in millimetres:
À! 500300] 83 p %TiG143 [ 168m 20 QXi֊|FU

Z]
;

All Dimensions ara in millimetres:

±1

irrrrr

.: :

symbols In te templates only 
- lor clarity Brown secaons ol Ine 
: >■>■» ImatawMtW— »

raters Iti Uve bonkr wnJfh and !tti 
■ wn canw radka. GufIsoct Ssr>





AH Dimensions are in ir
The Biack border on the White 
symbols in the template is only 
for clarity. Sizes given in the 
Dimensions table are indicative 
of relative sizes only The final 
size wiif be determined by space 
available on the backing sign. 
Guidance Sign Chart (ft).

m

Rest Area 

6FSB6-3

Ü Î

i l E f s i

'rr^Hrh::

I

*

" A IT C D E F : G H " T I L M N P Q R S300 ; 50020 :

1 '“ T " ... r..r .... '~t~..

T"! The Black bordercnthe 
— ; White symbols in the tempfeaa 
— i is onty for clarify. Sizes given

i The final size will be determined 
1 by space available on the backing 

sign. Guidance Sign Chart (Si.

Crocodile

GFSA6-6

n millimetres:
A B C . D E . F G . M J K l M .  N P . Q R S T

svimxas m me ©morale ts ontv 
tar a m  i«m gnwi n rn 
Wraensmns taina ana marcasve

eoe »01 ce Determined M *»ks 
rwaaaae on me Dactims smr.
Gutwce $9* Ourt fit

H.

. 1

—
_i

Hhi1֊ « M m » ,  Ts*«e 
'  *« * - ”։  ՝•*



National Park Attraction 
OFSA1

Waterfall



LA "
|150
ր ա

: i i c :  

' 20՛ î.....

0  « P G H ; J ...K. L . M N . P O R S X J

1 450 30 !
1 6Ö0







All Dimensions are In millimetres:
A 1 B.15&jl£

""mTW
450 ’ 30
eooj 40

nr E F G [irrj
.....I.....

K L M N
.....i..... 1.....i.....
: ... ;....t ; =

P Q R S T

| ։ < T~ Z jZZ

Notes:
Guidance Sign Chart 
reference (hhj.

Ail Dimensions are in millimetres:
A B O D E  F G H J K L M N P Q R S T

Notes:
Guidance Sign Chart 
reference (hh)L



A iS lC  D (r g ThT j  k r  m i sr p q 1r r s  n r Text shoukt be centred
i 1 i 1 üwthsn box B x B. One

JOJ 2ft' ft ՛ — I— shoutd be 6. Guidance4JO ' M? ‘ >« ' 
WO tW «0 ՝ H - Sign Chart reference (hh).

.

AJI Dimensions are In millimetres;
A a 0 D ü r r 6  H J K T L M N P Q R s  m

s iso 10 i
i 300 20 _ L |- . ; . j  .1i 4¿r JO 1 j
: 600 40 i t

1 1

Notes:
Guidance Sign Chart 
talarenco (hhi



Single Time Period 

IN501

-A *
I ! - t ֊ r ” ..

I
i I

..Ì..L i I r
I i i I

Ì

Alt dimensions are In millimetres:
A B
300 ! 112

c
25 I .

250
E F
» j

G H1 T K 1

450 tes 31 375 75 1
600 225 50 500 100 ; i
reo! 230 « 625 125 : I
350: 332 75 750 150 . —  1

Notes:
The Black border on the White symbols in the 
template is only for clarity. Blue sections of the 
template have been left uncctoured for darity. 
Text should be centred in box D x E. 
information Sign Chart reference (aa).

Alt dimensions are in mimmewes:
□ l
i»0 .B . ,C 4 ‘CL]225 ; IS i

M \֊f G I H '  J
.

~K\L
՝450 338՜ ! ’3tX՜ .... :
isäf 450 1 50 1 ! .....r .....
! 750 S63; S3 i
! 9QG 875 i 75 ; i ՛ : i

Notes:
Information Sign Chart reference (aa).

Alt dimensions are In millimetres: notes;
The Black bonder on the White symbols in the 
template is only for clarity.
Black sections of the template have been left 
uncoioured for clarity.
Information Sign Chart reference (aa).



7 R t GVM (Text)
■ ' " * ..*..  IN532

All dimensions are in millimetres:
A B ■ C

300 120 1 20
D
260

E F G H J J K L

j 450 i 180 i 30 390 120f 600 I 240 i 40 520 160
750 300 SC 650 200

[iflfli 360| E0 730 240.

Notes:
Text should be centred withm box D x E, 
and be Ihe full height of Ifte box. 
Information Sign Chart reference {aa}.

For 5km Distance “For” 
IN535

All dimensions are in millimetres:
E F G H J I K  I L

Notes:
Text should be centred within box D x E, 
and be Ihe full height of the box. 
Information Sign Chart reference (aa).

13 km f Distance “From Here” 
IN536

All dimensions are in millimetres:

j  mu 
i֊i300՛ -20 20 ii2B0i! 60

450 : 180 : 30 ! 390 1 90 i J
600 240 40 520 1120 t
750'300՛ 
300 i 36Q !

'
60 ]

¡650 j 150 
: 7801180 J L

֊ h ֊

Notes:
Text should be centred within box D x £, 
and be Ihe full height of the box. 
Information Sign Chart reference {aa).

Ail dtmansions are In millimotres: Notes:
The Black border on the While symbols in th 
template is only for clarity. Green or White 
sections of die template have been left 
uncotoured for ctarity. 
information Sign Chart reference (aa).



Ail dimensions are in millimetres:
EC
309

r r
180 1 p r a T . j o i h e

L 1
r

450 270 JO . .
800 390 40
rvs 450 »
500 540 60

FLOODING

Ati dimensions are in millimetres:

informaron Sign Chart reference (aa>. M0
4&C

X
120
iso

A
20
30՝

X X : e X JL£
֊..֊1.....

■ 6Q0 240 40 j
' 750 300 50

360 60

Information Sign Chart reference (aa).

Flooding 

IN 544
SINGLE TRACK 

BRIDGE
Single Track Bridge 

IN545

JL

All dimensions are In millimetres:
A .
300

X X 0  i E ? G h j K
120 j  20 1

4S0Í
ROO

180 j 30 r i ...1 ..... 1 i
240j 40 ;

750 j 300 ; 50
...

;
900; 360 60 : ֊

Notes:
Information Sign Chart reference (aa).

Ail dimensions are In millimetres: Notes:
Information Sign Chart reference faa).



200 m Distance “In Metres” 

IN537

DUAL 
CARRIAGEWAY

Dual Carriageway 

IN538

p T P P P ~ P f! ..1..t..!..t.....
..i........T T T ..f i ..4.....

1 _
4 ֊- b - f z i : Ill l i f t H ֊

■4-----
t i t D H L

1 j ; :
u

All dimensions are in millimetres:R
§ i :

120
■$:

20

H
i Cf.

80
j : A . H J K _ L

1 ! . ;
450 Î80 30 390 120 M
60S 24C 40 520 «0 j-— p 1 I

750 300 50 650 200
90O 380 60 7S0 240 ____ 5

Notes;
Text should be centred within box D x E, 
and be toe full height of the box. 
Information Sign Chart reference (aa).

All d imensions are in millimetres;
Information Sign Chart reference (aa).

Al I dimensions are in millimetres:
.A
i 300

i :
120

c
20

D i i : F :a ; k j K

450 180 »
; 600 240 40 :
? 750 300 50 ;
900 360 60 ;

Notes;
IN539 cat be mounled upside down 
to produce IN540.
Information Sign Chart reference (aa).

All dimensions are in m illim etres:

750 300 SO i 
900 360 ~60 ‘

Notes:
Information Sign Chart reference (aa).



AH dimensions am in millimetres;
b c d e f g h j k l ;

300
450

120

240
300
360

20 I
l o t
löj»r
s o f

Notes:
Information Sign Chart reference (aa). AH dimensions am  in millimetres:

I A I JF_i3L|J t J L . . i : X j
Notes:
Information Sign Chart reference (aa).

All dimensions are in mHlimetms;
"K

600

B C D E  F
ISO] 20 ] i ]
270 1 30 i ! i 
360j 40 i__i ..í

G H J K L

i750 450 vj
900 wo, 60; ՛ i. LIJ

Notes:
information Sign Chart reference (aa). A  B C D. X  JE. A  Ü  . JL X  A

2 0
30՛
40
50
60

Notes:
Wbmrtor S*çki Own referee« fee).



All dimensions are ln mllHmetree:
A , B C D E F G J L J U PL J L300 226 25
460 3«
600 250 so
7SÛ 363 63

|aqoj: 675 75

Notes:
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).

AH dimensions are In miHimet»*: Notes:
Information Sign Chart reference |bb).





Notes:
Information Sign Chart reference (66).

Notes:
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).



X
300

B x
25

I G H .J : c X'
450 m 38
« 0 0 450 50

L.7» .«a. «3
900 875 75

Notes:
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).

Alt d(mansions are In mfillnwfras:
A R Ç D f F < G H J K 1
300 225 25 200
450՛ 333 38 300 263 — T
«00 50 350
750 563 83 500 438 -4 __ j
M0 676 75 600 5»

Notes:
The Police Logo should be centred in box D x E. 
Information Sign Chart reference (bb).



'

All dimensions are to millimetres:
A P c 0 É F IÓ T T 1՜ I T X
300 225 25
«90 336 . » !
600 «50 40 ....j ....:
750 563 63
800 675 7S

Notes:
information Sign Chart reference (bb).

AÜ dimensions are in millimetres:
F G H J K ; L

t±=fc±:

Notes;
information Sign Chart reference (bb).

All dimensions are in millimetres:

300
B
225

c
25

JQL t : r ; \& H ...J... K J L  j

650 336 38 1 i
600 450 50
750 1 563 63 i
900 1 675 3 ' ■

Notes:
information Sign Chan reference (bb|.

M i dimensions are In millimetres: Notes:
Informaton Sign Chart reference (bb)



«¡
fri

Traffic L ight Backg ro un d  (T yp e  1) T L B P - 0 1

dimensions are In millimetres: G  —
Notes:
Note that not #lf dimensions change when 
larger fight size is used Dimension F refers 
to the sign comer radius Where a symbolic 
lighl is needed (he template wil be scaled 
to fit Hie light diameter in this drawing. 
Traffic Light Signal Chart reference (aal.

Traffic Light Backg ro un d  {Typ e 2 )  T L B P - 0 2

G
Notes:
Note that rid an dimensions change when a 
larger light size is used. Dimension F refers to 
the sign comer radius. Where a symbolic light 
is needed, the template will be scaled to fit the 
light diameter in this drawing.
Traffic Lighl Signal Chart reference (aa).

li
B a s ic  D isc  L ights  

(Standard & O verh e ad ) 3
1՜ r 1

1 "*/ 1 h~ LVJ... ! ; .[
7 l\
t. \|

c [ J1 11 1 I 1r r .. Li\
\ ; /\ r1 -31 / :_i.1L.._1 ™_Lj. .

In mltllmelTw:
~~ [ 6  ! H i J-J This light conaste solely of the round light fee*,

A Hashing Yellow itgm indicates a malfunction (LS4|. 
LS11 consists of LSI with a 460mm diameter R210 
mounter! alongside
Traffic Light Sv^l Chad reference (as).

All dimensions are In millimetres:____ _ r;znmmi-*֊ ՝
Notes:
Traffic Light Signal Chari reference (aa).



Notes:
Traffic Light Sign«! Chart reference <ea).

I
I

!|

AM dimensions are in millimetres: Notes:
The green arrow is a 300mm diameter light, but the 
others are 210mm diameter. For details of Ihe arrow 
template see LS2 or La3.
Traffic Light Signal Chart reference (sa>.



Green Disc With 
No Right Turn 

LS11

g
I--------  LS1 ■

Ail dimensions are In millimetres; Notes;
' — I

A T B  T C 'T p " 'ËTTTWrHTT This combination sign is a standard LS1 with a 450mm 
R210 mounted alongside. The centre of the R210 
shouid be level with the centre of the green disc of t 
he LS1. See LSI and R210 for component sign 
dimensiona! detail.
Traffic Light Signal Chart reference (aa).

Red Flashing Signal 

LS2Q

TLBP-02

W403 or W404

Notes:
For this sign combine lion a standard W403 or W404 
railway crossing sign has a 2 light signs! mounted 
above it. The lights are Red over Green, and foe 
bottom ol the background is level with the top of foe 
W series sign. See W403 and TLBP-02 tor 
component sign dimensional detar!.
Traffic Light Signal Chart reference (cc).

Railway Flashing Light 

LS22

Overhead Green Arrow 

LS30

l'sM-fSö C 0 i350 07Ö ;e75rq: m mar05 1 250 ! j
~ ~1~ "!—t—

!::±v:

Traffic Light Signal Chart reference (cc).

é=M

AH dimensions are In millimetres:
A ! B I C :“D ~ T " f 'F ...G ; H...J...

f t -

Notes:
Colour has been omitted lor clarify. 
Traffic Light Signal Chart reference (dd).



Overhead Yeflow Filter 
Arrow

AÜ dimensions are in millimetres:

1 C j
i k

ii l  i ! i ( i 1 ___ i

y f s v
1 J

r
J f

¡ M M J
r

J r
j

r Ar

/ J r

A / s
r

i ..r i  < uî i r ^ r ? —

Bl 1 T = i.....r.....i.. i U J

1 r

! 1
' h ~

u ----------------------  b  ---------------------- *

A J  B TC
360 i 300T 40

n : F 1 G |  H i J

.........|........ | ........

Overhead Red Cross 

LS32

Aii dimensions are in millimetres:

i k
1.... j
[ r

A

i f

\ J

[ i

A------ B ֊ ►

Notes:
Coiour has been omitted for ciarify. 
Traffic Light Signai Chart reference (dd).

Overhead Variable Message 
Sign 
LS40

All dimensions are in millimetres:
Za DEI'clIjd l ...........................

360՜ 3001՜« . 180

All dimensions are In millimetres:jCTJ£:jqx!x; o

Steady Or Fiashing 
Red Man 

LS100 & LS101A

&

LS101A is an LS100 with the Red 
light flashing.
Traffic Light Signal Chart reference (bb).



Alt dlmantlon* are In millimetre*^

fS ffl prPETjr]jq:g5L՛
! 330 !40 —i...[..4—
!. . ‘ 3____L J____

Notes:
LS101B Is art LS102 with the Green 
light flashing.
Traffic Ughl Signal Chart reference (bb)

Not«*:
LS111A Is an LS110 with Ihe RedligM flashing 
Traffic Light Sign»» Chart nehwence ibh).

S te a d y  O r F la sh in g  
G re e n  C y c le

Notes:
LS111B is an Ls1l2 with the Green light flashing. 
Traffic Ught Signal Chart reference (bb)



School Zone
W100 + IN549 + B eacon

A
25 mm

SCHOOL
ZONE

T
300 mm 

300 mm

J l

Notes:
This composite sign consists ot VY100 
and IN549 mounted on a 75mm diameter 
pole with a flashing beacon. See W1G0 
and (N549 for component sign dimensional 
detail. Traffic Light Stgiwi Chart reference fee).

֊ W100

IN 549

Stop Warning With Flash ng Light 

W302 + IN537 + Beacon

25 mm

25 mm

200 m
T
300 mm

300 mm

.*.

W302

IN537

This composite sign consists of W302 and IN537 
mounted on a 75mm diameter pole with a flashing 
beacon. See W302 and IN537 for 
component sign dimensional detail.
Traffic Light Signal Chart reference (ee).

School Warning With Flashing Light 

W308 + IN 543 + Beacon

25 mm IPS#?

W308

IN 543

This composite sign consists of W308 and IN543 
mounted on a 75mm diameter pole With a flashing 
beaoon. See W3QS and 1N543 for component sign 
dimensional detaiL
Traffic Light Signal Chart reference fee).



RM 1

BARRIER LINE

COLOURS:
Road marking: WHITE 
(reflectorised)

DIMENSIONS:
Continuous longitudinal white line 
100 mm wide along the centre line 
of the road.

100 mm
1^(150) mm

NO PARKING
(Edge o f carriageway)

RM  11

COLOURS:
Road marking: YELLOW  
(reflectorised)

DESCRIPTIONS:
The line shall be marked on the 
kerb face or about 250 mm out 
from the edge o f  the carriageway.

100 mm 
f  i  (150) mm



TRAFFIC ISLAND
RM 5

COLOURS:
R oad m arking: W H ITE  
B order : Y E L LO W  
(R eflectorised)

DIMENSIONS:
A H  dimensions are in 
millimetres

150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150

DESCRIPTION:

T he m ark ings take the fo n n  o f  d iagonal hatch ing  bordered  by  a w arn ing  line or 
b a rrie r line, and the  d iagonals are ang led  to deflect traffic. T he lines bordering  
the m ark in g  shall tap e r at a rate o f  1 in 20 (o r 1 in  30 w here  add itional 
em phasis is requ ired) until the full w idth  is reached.

CHEVRON M ARKING 

RM 5-B

COLOURS:
Road marking: WHITE 
(reflectorised)

DIMENSIONS:
All dimensions are in 
millimetres.

DESCRIPTION:
W hite chevron m arking 
with chevrons arranged 
so that they deflect vehicles 
The m arking is used at the 
nose o f  a channelising island 
where two traffic streams 
diverge or merge. .



WARNING LINE
W M 2

C O LO U R S :
Road marking: WHITE 
(reflectorised)

D IM EN SIO NS:
All dimensions are in 
millimetres.

DESCRIPTION S:
Broken longitudinal white line 
consisting of long marks with 
short gaps.

100 
f t  (150)

4000 6000

TRAFFIC LANE ARROWS
RM 8

COLOURS:

Road marking: WHITE 
(reflectorised)

DIMENSIONS:
All dimensions are in 
millimetres.
The 6 metre arrow has the 
same width dimensions as 
the 4 metre arrow.

1000

750

4000
(6000)



E D G E  O F  C A R R IA G E W A Y
( r ig h t  s id e )

R M  9

R oad  m arking: W H IT E  
(re flecto r ised )

C O LO U R S :

D IM E N S IO N S :
A ll d im e n sio n s  are in  
m illim etres .
W h ere ad d ition a l em p h a sis  
is required th e  lin e  th ick n ess  
shall be in creased  to  150 m m .

100  
H (1 5 0 )

Y ELLO W  BOX (gore)
(cross-hatched diagonal lines)

RM 10

COLOURS:

Road m arking: YELLO W  
(reflectorised)

DIMENSIONS:
All dim ensions are in 
m illim etres

2000

150



RM 11

ZIG-ZAG LINE

COLOURS: 
W HITE lane line 
and edge line 
(reflectorised)

DIMENSIONS:
All dimensions are in 
millimetres.

LOCATION:

The m arking is laid on the 
approaches to pedestrian 
crossings.

LANE for SLOW  M OVING VEHICLES
(left side)

RM 17

COLOURS:
Road marking: W HITE 
(reflectorised)

DIMENSIONS:
All dimensions are in 
millimetres.

DESCRIPTION:
Slow m oving vehicles are 
prohibited to use the normal 
lane. The lane shall also be 
used by vehicles with technical 
problems.

150
r.... 1 (300)



RTM 1

STOP LINE
(continuous white line)

R oad m arking: W HITE 
(refiectorised)

J
DIMENSIONS: 400 mm
All dimensions are in
millimetres.

COLOURS:

GIVE WAY LINE
(double broken white line)

RTM 2

COLOURS:

Road marking: WHITE 
(refiectorised) 200

DESCRIPTION:
300
200

All dimensions are 
in millimetres filili■ P



SIGNAL-CONTRO LLED 
PEDESTRIAN PATH

RTM 3

, L¡H(
100

PEDESTRIAN CROSSING

RTM 4

COLOURS:

Road marking: W HITE 
reflective stripes

DESCRIPTION:
All dimensions are 
in millimetres.

500 to 1300

500 to 700 
500 to 700 
500 to 1300



WM 2

WARNING LINE
(broken longitudinal white line)

Road marking: W HITE 
(reflectorised)

DESCRIPTION:
All dimensions are in 
millimetres.

COLOURS:

100
a  (iso)

LANE LINE
(broken longitudinal white line along the entre line o f  the road)

WM 3

COLOURS:

Road marking: W HITE 
(reflectorised)

DESCRIPTION:
All dimensions are in 
millimetres. 4500



GIVE WAY M ARKING
(Hollow triangular)

WM 5

COLOURS:
Road marking: W HITE 
(reflectorised)

DESCRIPTION:
All dimensions are in 
millimetres.

3750

600

D IV E R G E  A R R O W
( w h it e  lin e  s p l it t in g  in t o  t w o  a r r o w s )

W M  8

COLOURS:
Road marking: W HITE 
(reflectorised)

DESCRIPTION:
The 16 m etres arrow 
has the sam e w idth 
dimensions as the 
8 metre arrow.
A ll dimensions are 
in millimetres.

-T
MO

O
OON

4֊ OO
ooo

oooNO



ROAD HUM P M arking
(white chequerboard m arking)

WM 10

Road marking: WHITE 
(reflectorised)

COLOURS:

DESCRIPTION:
All dimensions are in 
millimetres.

SPECIAL SPEED LIM IT
(elongated m arking)

WM 12

COLOURS:
Road marking: W HITE 
(reflectorised)

DESCRIPTION:
White roundel with numerals 
indicating special speed limit. 
All dimensions are in 
millimetres.

1700



SPECIA L ROAD M ARKINGS

Road marking: WHITE

COLOURS:

DESCRIPTION:
The marking is elongated in the 
direction of travel.
All dimensions are in 
millimetres.

WM 12B

8400

LANE FO R  (cycles) ONLY
(Longitudinal white line with a white cycle symbol)

WM 13

COLOURS: „
Road marking: WHITE

DESCRIPTION:
A  special lane reserved for
cycles only. 3400
Symbols may change, i.e.
taxis, buses or other vehicles..
All dimensions are in 
millimetres.



Sample: Major T junction
(Junction o f two National Highways)

I
100m

(Optional)

GD  4 G D  4 W409

Distance of sign from junction (m) 
s p e e d s  up to 60 km/h - 45 m 

sp e e d s  b etw een 60  km/h and 80 km/h ֊ 90 m 
s p e e d s  b etw een 80 kmfh and 120 km/h -1 5 0  m

WM 2 Warning line

100m

WM 2 Warning line

See  above
distance from junction

100m

G D  4 GD 3

RTM  2 Give W ay nne

See  top right
Distance of sign from junction

G D  1

GD  4



Sample: Major Junction with Ghost Island
(Junction of two National Highways)

I
Advance direction signs and 
route confirmation signs distance in m 
speeds up to 60 km/h - 45 m 
speeds up to 80 km/h - 90 m 
speeds up to 120 km/h -15 0  m

WM 8 Diverge arrow

RM 5 Traffic island





Sample: Roundabout
(Junction o f two National Highways)



Sample: One-W ay Road System



R M 8
Traffic
lane
arrows

RTM
Stop
line

RTM 3
Pedestrian
path

WM 2 Warning lines
RM 8 Traffic 
lane arrows

RM 8 
Traffic 
lane 
arrows

WM 3 
Lane 
line

WM 2
Warning
lines

Sample: Traffic Signals at a Crossroad 
and a T-junction

RTM 3
Pedestrian
path

Sample: T-junction

Primary signal

Secondary signal RJM 1
Stop 
line



Sample: Pedestrian Crossings
(All dimensions are in millimetres)
*  Only necessary on high-speed roads 

or where crossing is difficult to see

twa*

_ _  Distance of 
sign from hazard 

(see below)

RTM 2 Om  tttoy * •

, 1500 ,

*5 y
P M  "I "1 7in֊"։ on lin o

1500

Distance of 
_sign from hazard^

speeds up to 50 km/h - 45 m 
speeds up to 80 km/h - 90 m 

speeds up to 120 km/h - 90 m

Distance of 
sign from hazard 

(see above) —

from hazard 
(see above)



Sample: Road M arkings A round A W ide Bend

(The type o f  m arking shall be used at w ide bends to keep 
opposing traffic streams apart)



S a i» # e;
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(Roundabout driving directions)

Left In

Right In - Right Out

Left Out

Straight Ahead - Either Lane



(Sample: hand-direction by Traffic Police Officer)



(Sample: direction given by flag person)

SS2 - C (proceed slowly)



Samples: (Layout of Map-type Advance Direction Signs)

Right-turn 
destinations are 
aligned on the 
last letter

---------------A

A : ü U

t '

Z>

Forward destinations are aligned 
on the initial letter and are 
stacked above the route symbol

The gap between the forward 
destination tile and the side 
destination tile should be at least 
twice the capital letter height

Right-turn destinations are aligned on 
the last letter

Sample: Layout of Stack-type Advance Direction Signs

Forward destination panel is at the top. 
Legend is set out from the right.

Legend on the right-turn panel is set 
out from the right.

Left-turn destination panel is at the 
bottom. Legend is set out from the left.

Arrows are centered vertically in the panel. Destinations are aligned 
on the initial letter except on signs with route numbers.



SECOND SCHEDULE

reg. 9



THIRD SCHEDULE

reg. 19

Minimum Desirable Maximum
(mm) (mm) (mm)

A 600 1000 2500
B 1000 1500 2500
C 300 600
D 1000 1800 2500
E 2100 2100 2500
F 5400 5700
G 750
H 5000



FOURTH SCHEDULE

reg. 7

Table 1- Colour Specifiction Limits (Daytime) (a)
1 2 3 4

Colour X y X y X y X y
W hite 0,303 0,300 0,368 0,366 0,340 0,393 0.274 0,329

Y ello w 0,498 0,412 0,557 0,442 0,479 0,520 0,438 0,472
O range 0,558 0,352 0,636 0,364 0,570 0,429 0,506 0,404

G reen (b) 0,026 0,399 0,166 0,364 0 ,2 8 6 0,446 0 ,2 0 7 0 ,771
Red 0,648 0,351 0,735 0,265 0,629 0,281 0,565 0,346

Bluefà; 0, !40 0,035 0,244 0,210 0,190 0,255 0,065 0,216
Brown 0.430 0,340 0,610 0,390 0,550 0,450 0,430 0,390

(a) The four pairs o f chromaticity co-ordinates determine the acceptable colour in terms o f the C1E 1931 standard
Colormctric System measured with CIK Standard llluminant D65 

(hi The saturation limit o f green and blue may extend to the border o f the C1E chromaticity locus for spectral colours

Table 2 -  Type IX Sheeting (a)
Observation

Angle
E ntrance

Angle
W hite Yellow O range Green Red Blue

0,1 (h) -4 660 500 250 66 130 30
0,1 rw +30 370 280 140 37 74 17

0,2 -4 380 285 145 38 76 17
0,2 +30 215 162 82 22 43 10
0,5 -4 240 180 90 24 48 11
0,5 +30 135 100 50 14 27 6
1,0 -4 80 60 30 8 16 3,6
1,0 + 30 45 34 17 4,5 9 2

(a) minimum Coefficient o f Retrorefleclion (R A) cd /  lx -1  /  m-2
(b) Values for 0.1 observation angles are supplementary requirements Him shall apply only when specified by the 

purchaser in the contract or order

Table 3 -  Type 111 Sheeting fa)
O bservation

Angle
E ntrance

Angle
W hite Yellow O range G reen Red Blue Brown

0,1 (b) -4 300 200 120 54 54 24 14
0,1 (b) +30 180 120 72 32 32 14 10

0,2 -4 250 170 100 45 45 20 12
0,2 + 3 0 150 100 60 25 25 11 8,5
0,5 -4 95 62 30 15 15 7,5 5
0,5 + 30 65 45 25 10 10 5 3.5

(a) minimum Coefficient o f  Retrorefiection <R A ) cd /  lx - I  /  m-2
(b) Values for 0 .1 observation angles are supplementary requirements that shall apply only when specified by the

purchaser in the contract or order



FIFTH SCHEDULE

ROAD SAFETY AUDIT REPORT (CHECKLIST)

(reg- ¡31)

Location ______________________________________________

Date of On-Site Inspection: (Day)......./....... /....... (Night)......./......./.

Time : _____________ Weather : Name:__________

Item

1

Horizontal and Vertical 
alignment

Banes to be considered CMBments

I Are the road works located safely with respect 
j to horizontal and vertical alignment?

If not, does works signing cater for this?

Are turning radii and tapers constructed in 
accordance with guidelines?

2

Turning Radius and 
Restriction

Do roadwork cones delineate the tapers where 
necessary?
Is the width of the lanes satisfactory for the 
traffic using die area?

Are the alignment of curbs, traffic islands and 
medians satisfactory?

3
Sight and Stopping 

Distances
: Is sight and stopping distances in accordance 
! with guidelines?

I Are bus stops appropriately located with 
4 j adequate clearance from the traffic lane for

j safety and visibility?
Traffic Lane Safety and :

Visibility ; Can passengers safely walk to and from bus
stops?

5
Street Lighting and 
other Delineation

| Is appropriate street lighting or other 
j delineation provided at the road works to 
| ensure that the site is safe at night?
| (Note: the site  must be visited  at night) 
[ Is the work area safe for pedestrians and 

cyclists at night?

6 Have unnecessary signs been removed when
Roadwork Signs ; works are not in progress (e.g. at night)?



7

Access to Property

8

Signs

9

Location/
Placement

10
Day/Night Signs 
Requirements

11

Control

12

Delineation and 
Reflective Markers

13

Pavement Marking

iI

Do the roadworks adversely affect property 
access?

Have the owners been consulted with, etc?

Are all necessary regulatory, warning and 
direction signs in place?

Are they correctly placed clean, and 
conspicuous?
Do they conform in general to Road Traffic 
Act (Cap.69:01) and Regulation Guidelines, or 

{ other recognised by-laws?

If Chevron alignment markers are installed, 
i have the correct types of markers been used?

Are traffic signs in their correct locations, and 
properly positioned with respect to lateral 
clearance and height?

Are signs placed so as not to restrict sight 
distance, particularly for turning vehicles?

Are the correct signs used for each situation 
including at night where required, and is each 
sign necessary?

| Are other traffic control devices according to 
i standards and used correctly?

Are flagmen or temporary traffic signals 
requires -  where, when and how?

[a] Are traffic lanes clearly delineated
[b] Have temporary Reflective 

Markers been installed?
[c] Where coloured Reflective 

Markers are used, have they 
been installed correctly?

Are all necessary pavement markings installed 
in accordance with guidelines?

, Are vehicle paths through the work area clear 
i to motorists?
I Are work areas clearly defined and clear of 
| through traffic when flagmen not used?
j Does the site present difficulties for motor 
| cyclists day or night?



14
Detours

Do temporary detours cater for heavy vehicles 
and buses to safely manoeuvre in their 
designated fane?

IS

Temporary Traffic 
Signals

Are foe temporwy traffic signafa clearly visible 
to approaching motorists?
Are additional warning signs required?
Are signs warning of temporary traffic signals 
adequate?
Are foe ends of likely vehicle queues visible to 
motorists so that they may stop safely?

16
Location

Are traffic signals operating correctly?
Is foe Humber and location o f signal displays 
adequate?

17
Visibility

Have any visibility problems caused by foe [ 
rising or setting sun been addressed? j

Do any site works or any construction ; 
equipment create Visibility problems for traffic ! 
signals? j

18
Signal Display

Are signal displays shielded so that only the 
motorist for whom fo ^  me intended can see
them?

—....... ........ ....-
W

Traffic Movements
Are all movements including pedestrians 
catered for by foe temporary traffic signals?

Ì

Paths

Does foe work areaaffect pedestrians and 
cyclists?
Ale dime appropriate travel p a te  and mossing 
points for pedestrians and cyclists?

-------------- ---

21
Elderly and Disabled

.

Are there adequate safety access provisions for 
foe elderly» disabled,ckHdran, wheel chairs and 
prams [e,g. bolding rails, kerbs and median

22
Cyclists

Is the tricycle route continuous, Le. free of 
squeeze points or gaps?

23
Safe Grates

1
Afe bicycle safe grates provided at drainage ? 
fniHv tritegpeeaaj  gvsntw ***wr*v ira tn iflim  j  • t

<
t -
| 1 M  „  ■ ill! r t r in n  M >J , r>t»< il_____1___1 1 - t — , . n J  I[ Are pCQBwra« mBM Cŷ lSjB HQCl|iMBOfy WanlvQ (

, « ՛ of obstnictffim afid ta&xxarv works hazards on (W ։ r B , n g  j  j
24

W arning



Pavement Defects

25 Is the pavement flee of defects [e.g. 
excessive roughness or rutting, potholes etc.], 
which could result in safety problems [e,g. 
loss of steering control]?

26

Skid Resistance

Does the pavement appear to have adequate 
skid resistance, especially on steep descents?

27 j Is the pavement free of areas where pounding

Poundings
or sheet flo w of water may occur, with 
resultant safety problems?

28

Loose Gravel
Is the pavement free of loose gravel?

29 Are speed restriction signs required for these 
works?

Speed Restriction Signs If so are they correctly applied?

30
Are motorists informed of need to slow down 
through Roadwork site?

Speed M anagement Are other devices requited for speed 
management?

31

Signs Requirements

Do speed restriction signs require to be 
maintained all day and at night?

32

Other findings

33

Does the site have to be 
re-checked?



SIXTH SCHEDULE

reg. 121

Warning Placards

4k .
”S'

No 1

4k ,
No 01

No 4 2

A
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¥
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No 7B
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N O  1.4

<►
No 2

No 1.5

•A
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No 4.3
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No« 1
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.*•>^ ProjecBon H a za rd s  (F la re s)
M a ss  F ire  H a za rd s  (D ispla y Firew orks)V

N ol

t.4
M ino r H a z a rd s  (A m m unition)

No 1.4

1.5
V e ry  Insensitive (Blasting A g e n ts )

No 1.5

- Extrem ely  Insensitive (E x p lo sive  D e vice s)

No1.8
+

4b,
M a ss E x plosives (D yna m ite )

m m

♦ F la m m a b le  G a s e s  (P ro p a n e )
N o n -F la m m a b le  G a s e s  (H e liu m )
P oiso n o u s (T o x ic  G a s e s  Fluorine, C om p re sse d )

♦ F la m m a b le  Liquids (G asoline, A ce to n e )

No 3

<$>• F la m m a b le  Solids (A m m o n iu m  Picrate, M atches, Fusee sW e tted )

No 4.1





Note: Hazardous material identification number placards shall be displayed on the
respective vehicle in front on the left side and rear on the right side o f the vehicle.

M A D E  this 18th day o f  January, 2005.

L.E. M O TSU M I, 
Minister for Works and Transport.

L2/7/209 X V


